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ABSTRACT 

 

 
This qualitative study, which examines media representation issues of China’s Zhuang 

people and the Guangxi Zhuang Autonomous region, is based on a content analysis of the People’s 

Daily, the official media organ of the Chinese Communist Party (CCP). Using the Zhuang and 

Guangxi as a case study, I investigate CCP strategies of social control within the People’s Daily, 

advancing scholarship on the authoritarian utilization of media and minority-majority relations. 

My study features primary research as I provide quantitative data to support my qualitative 

analysis, concluding that the CCP, within the People’s Daily, strategically prescribes correct 

ideology and conduct through 1) distortion of reality through projections of power, and 

disproportionate representation of certain topical categories within the People’s Daily (Chapter 

Five), 2) distraction from sensitive topics through the displacement, or redirection, of readership’s 

attention (Chapter Five), and 3) prescription and modeling of correct behavior (Chapter Six). These 

strategies, I argue, are similar to the Chinese dynastic official texts used to instruct imperial women 

on how to behave. I not demonstrate in my study the CCP’s strategies in using media to shape 

thought and maintain social control over the Zhuang and Guangxi, but also explore Zhuang 

responses to the CCP’s disseminated messages (Chapter Seven).  

For the content analysis which serves as the basis of my study, I, along with statisticians at 

Florida State University’s Survey Research Laboratory, categorized all articles published in the 

People’s Daily from 1990-2015 with the keyword Zhuangzu (Zhuang nationality) into nineteen 

categories. The five largest were Local Politics and Policy, Development, Culture, Elections, and 

Interactions with Foreigners. Each category is illustrated in a figure which shows the shifting 

focuses of the CCP over time.  
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Through my original research, using the data retrieved from the People’s Daily, I construct 

a periodization in representation of the Zhuang and Guangxi, which I have chosen to organize by 

phases: “Phase One: Post-Tiananmen Restructuring (1990-1992),” “Phase Two: Deng’s Economic 

Developments Take Root and Bear Fruit (1992-2001),” “Phase Three: New Millennium, New 

Problems (1999-2006),” and “Phase Four: China’s Global Debut (2005-2015).” With this 

periodization, I provide a framework by which to understand twenty-five years of political and 

economic developments for the Zhuang and the Guangxi Zhuang Autonomous Region, as I explore 

the dynamics of the CCP’s use of the People’s Daily for social control. 

Then, I analyze in depth two phenomena found within the People’s Daily which apply 

specifically to the Zhuang people. The first is my comparative study between dynastic and modern 

texts, in which I relate Chinese imperial strategies of control over women and the CCP strategies 

of control over the Zhuang. I draw parallels between the use of exemplary citizens in official texts 

to model appropriate behavior, observing how dynastic women and modern Zhuang, each 

periphery peoples, were ‘managed’ and represented in similar ways by their respective central 

authorities. Finally, I further investigate the use of tourism as economic development, and culture 

as a commodity, at the urging of the CCP, among the Zhuang. After the previous chapters in which 

I focus heavily on the unidirectional dissemination of state messages, within this chapter, I 

illustrate the Zhuang expression of ethnic identity and agency in the context of ethno-tourism, 

while drawing comparisons with present day Native Americans within the United States, and their 

experiences at historic reconstruction sites.  

The figures I provide, along with the periodization in which I interpret these figures, will 

prove to be a valuable resource for historians, anthropologists, and social scientists alike, 

advancing scholarship on the Zhuang as well as the CCP use of strategies within the People’s 
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Daily as a mechanism of social control. My comparative analysis of the use of “Exemplary People” 

in dynastic and present day texts is an extension of this periodization, in that it offers a deeper 

analysis of the People’s Daily and its functions, while demonstrating the continuity of the Chinese 

central government’s strategy of modeling correct behavior within state-sanctioned texts. My 

exploration of ethno-tourism offers a look at the reception of government-issued media, as I shift 

my focus away from the source of the unidirectional messages, analyzing instead the responses of 

the supposedly passive recipients. Ultimately, my study is one of intersecting discourses and 

narratives as the Chinese state, and the society which it endeavors to mold by use of the media, 

together negotiate a mutual future. 
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CHAPTER ONE 

 

INTRODUCTION 

 

 
 The People’s Daily is a unique source of media in that it reflects the general principles and 

policies of the Chinese Communist Party (CCP), and not those of any single individual. Articles 

within the newspaper remain authorless, as if the state-sanctioned messages come directly from 

the mouth of the party and not an actual human author. Even Deng Xiaoping and Mao Zedong 

were unable to control the source; during times that Mao and Deng each promoted policies that 

differed from that of the party establishment, they were unable to have their ideas published within 

the newspaper. In 1965, Mao was “unhappy with the ‘bourgeois’ policies of Beijing over which 

he did not have full control [and was] unable to get his views aired in the central party newspaper, 

the People’s Daily.”1 Mao was forced to resort to publishing with other news sources which were 

less committed to the party-line. Likewise, in 1991, Deng, too, was unable to have his views 

published in the People’s Daily, which refused to print his proposal for sweeping economic 

reform.2 The People’s Daily was used exclusively as an organ of state-sanctioned ideologies, 

disseminating the establishment’s party-line to shape thought and public opinion. Since the 

People’s Daily is representative of the CCP’s collective ideology, and serves as a direct line of 

communication from the CCP to the Chinese public, the People’s Daily is an ideal source for 

exploring state-to-society media relations. 

 My choice of the Zhuang and Guangxi as the basis of my case study extends from not only 

my personal interest in the Zhuang people- as in 2013-2014 I spent eight months in a rural part of 

                                                 
1
 Vogel, Ezra F. Deng Xiaoping and the Transformation of China. (Cambridge, Mass: Belknap Press of Harvard 

University Press, 2011), 644. 
2 Ibid. 
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the Guangxi Zhuang Autonomous Region- but also of my desire to conduct research on a widely 

overlooked topic. Although the largest ethnic minority in China, the Zhuang are underrepresented 

in scholarship. Many people today, Chinese and Western alike, consider the Zhuang largely 

Sinicized, perhaps deterring some scholars from studying the culture and history of the Zhuang. 

Although this encouraged me to feature the Zhuang within this study, it also made locating 

appropriate sources difficult. To solve this problem, I worked with the librarians at Florida State 

University to acquire the Oriprobe database3 with full archives to the People’s Daily. Even with 

FSU’s subscription to Oriprobe, I was initially unable to utilize the database, since 4,279 articles 

contained my keyword, Zhuangzu, or Zhuang nationality, and my Mandarin was not yet proficient 

enough for me to go through such a large amount of data on my own. With the guidance of my 

thesis committee chair, Dr. Annika Culver, I was directed to the FSU’s Survey Research 

Laboratory,4 whose director happened to speak fluent Mandarin. With a scholarship granted to me 

by FSU’s International Affairs Program, titled the “International Affairs Graduate Program 50th 

Anniversary Scholarship,” I was able to partially fund the research conducted at the Survey 

Research Laboratory. Through the collective effort and hard work of many people, my research 

on the Zhuang was made possible.  

 On the broadest level, my study combines two topics: authoritarian utilization of media, 

and majority to minority relations. This topic is especially compelling when applied to the 

relationship between the Chinese Communist Party and the Zhuang people, in that the Zhuang 

people are perceived as the most ideologically compatible with the aims of the CCP, compared to 

other minorities. Even so, as I demonstrate within this study, the CCP employed specific strategies 

                                                 
3 Oriprobe Information Services: Cloud Based Knowledge Discovery Solutions, http://www.oriprobe.com/. 
4 The FSU Survey Research Laboratory, established 1978, is associated with the College of Social Sciences and 
Public Policy. Dr. Minna Jia served as the supervisor of this project and graduate student Lilly Gao carried out the 
day-to-day tasks of the five-month long project. SRL website: http://coss.fsu.edu/srl/. 

http://coss.fsu.edu/srl/
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within media to maintain social control over the culturally distinct Zhuang, many of whom live on 

both the geographical border of China and the metaphorical border of mainstream Chinese society. 

The CCP sought to mold the Zhuang people into a model minority, to thus use as a model for other 

minorities.    
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CHAPTER TWO 

 

METHODOLOGY 
 
 

The People’s Daily 

 

Established in 1946, just before the dawn of the People’s Republic of China in 1949, the 

People’s Daily is the official mouthpiece of the Chinese Communist Party (CCP). Historically, the 

CCP has used the daily newspaper to promote state-sanctioned messages and present itself as an 

exemplar of communist values. With circulation just over 2.5 million in 2012,5 the newspaper has 

a broad domestic readership base which also extends abroad with the expansion to an online 

platform in 1997.6 Additionally, the People’s Daily is popular on two social media platforms that 

are officially banned in China: Facebook with 18,495,186 likes7  and Twitter with 1,493,064 

followers.8 According to the current self-representation of the newspaper, the “People's Daily 

brings you the latest news dispatches of policy information and resolutions of the Chinese 

Government and major domestic news and international news releases from China.”9 Western 

scholars largely regard the People’s Daily as representative of CCP political thought.  

In this longitudinal study, I build upon the work of a number of scholars who have used 

the People’s Daily to better understand the political thought and policy actions of the CCP. Florida 

State University’s subscription to Oriprobe10 enabled me, along with the statisticians at the Survey 

                                                 
5 “Leading newspapers in China in 2012, by circulation,” Statistica, accessed March 16, 2016. 
http://www.statista.com/statistics/243688/leading-newspapers-in-china-by-circulation/. 
6 “Introduction to People’s Daily Online,” People’s Daily Online, accessed February 8, 2016. 
http://en.people.cn/102840/8347294.html. 
7 “People’s Daily, China,” Facebook, accessed May 6, 2016. https://www.facebook.com/PeoplesDaily. 
8 “@PDChina,” Twitter, accessed April 2, 2016. https://twitter.com/PDChina. 
9 “Introduction to People’s Daily,” People’s Daily Online, accessed April 2, 2016. http://en.people.cn/90827/90828/  
10 Oriprobe Information Services: Cloud Based Knowledge Discovery Solutions, http://www.oriprobe.com/. 

http://en.people.cn/90827/90828/
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Research Laboratory at FSU,11 to access a complete archive of the People’s Daily, 1946-present, 

and use the data therein for this study. I led this study to investigate how the CCP employed the 

People’s Daily as a mechanism of social control within the official media organ and determine the 

specific strategies used by the CCP. 

 
Survey Research Laboratory 

 

To support the data compilation of my research, the statisticians at the Survey Research 

Laboratory at Florida State University conducted a content analysis on the People’s Daily from 

1990-2015, sifting through 4,279 articles which contained the keyword Zhuangzu (壮族 ), or 

Zhuang nationality, within the title or body of each article. This included all articles containing the 

name of the Guangxi Zhuang Autonomous Region which contains Zhuangzu in its Mandarin form, 

Guangxi Zhuangzu Zizhiqu (广西壮族自治 ). By including every article containing the keyword 

Zhuangzu in this study, I have ensured that all publications pertaining to the Zhuang and Guangxi 

in the People’s Daily during this time frame have been taken into account, providing a basis for 

analysis that does not exclude any topic regarding the Zhuang and the autonomous region 

designated for their use. 

The statisticians placed each of the 4,279 articles into one or more of nineteen categories 

based on content. First, along with the statisticians, I created initial categories based on our 

anticipation of content, such as Development, Agriculture, and Tourism. Using all articles 

containing Zhuangzu from 1993, 2000, and 2005, the statisticians conducted a sampling and 

determined several additional categories, including Exemplary Individuals and Elections. With 

                                                 
11 The FSU Survey Research Laboratory, established 1978, is associated with the College of Social Sciences and 
Public Policy. Dr. Minna Jia served as the supervisor of this project and graduate student Lilly Gao carried out the 
day-to-day tasks of the five-month long project. This study was partially funded by FSU’s “International Affairs 
Graduate Program 50th Anniversary Scholarship.” SRL website: http://coss.fsu.edu/srl/.  

http://coss.fsu.edu/srl/
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this list of categories complete, the statisticians started over and evaluated each article using both 

title and body, noting within one or more corresponding categories specific keywords describing 

the article and the date of publication. The complete list of the categories along with a brief 

description of each may be found in Appendix A. 

 
Figures 

 

I used the resulting dataset to create figures which display the discovered information. First 

I created a cumulative figure which compiles all of the data into one figure, illustrating how many 

articles from each category were published over an entire span of twenty-five years. This provided 

a comparative visual demonstration of how much attention each of the categories received from 

the CCP during this span of time. I also created figures for individual categories with each figure 

illustrating trends in the attention that the CCP gave to specific categories over time, tracking year-

to-year patterns. Since the total number of articles with the keyword Zhuangzu changed from year 

to year, I designed the individual figures to track not the raw number of articles published in each 

category per year, but rather, what percentage of total published Zhuangzu articles from each year 

the individual category claimed. Nine of these individual figures are analyzed extensively and can 

be found in-text. Figures that are not in-text can be found in Appendix B.  

 
Qualitative Aspect 

 

The data drawn from the content analysis functions is the basis of this study as I use 

quantitative data to illuminated my qualitative analysis. After providing a historiography of 

scholarship and a brief history of Guangxi and the Zhuang, I use the trends found within the dataset 

to create a periodization of Guangxi and the Zhuang from 1990-2015.  
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In Chapter Five, I present my original research and provide my interpretation of the data. 

My periodization places People’s Daily publications regarding Guangxi and the Zhuang within 

context of domestic and international developments that compelled the CCP to shape thought, as 

demonstrated through the content the CCP chose to address, and ignore, within the publications. 

By analyzing the CCP’s reactionary responses to political and social contexts within China at the 

time of publication, my research analyzes the intent of the CCP, and how it relates to the people 

of Guangxi, specifically the Zhuang. Moreover, within this chapter I determine specific strategies 

the CCP used within the newspaper: 1) distortion of reality through projections of power and 

disproportionate representation of certain topical categories within the People’s Daily, and 2) 

distraction from sensitive topics through displacement, or the redirection, of readership’s attention. 

I came to this conclusion as I analyzed my figures in light of the political, and economic, context 

of China. Within my periodization, I have utilized two theories by which to understand the CCP 

strategies used within the People’s Daily: James Scott’s theory of “public transcripts” and “hidden 

transcripts,” and sociologist Jorge Larrain’s theory on ideologies. These theories guide my 

interpretation of the data retrieved from The People’s Daily. 

In Chapter Six, I provide a comparative study between the imperial Chinese use of official 

court documents to prescribe correct behavior to Chinese women, and the present Chinese central 

government’s use of “exemplary people” within the People’s Daily to model correct behavior to 

the Zhuang, drawing parallels between the two as I directly compare texts. Like Chapter Five, 

within Chapter Six I again utilize the theories of Scott and Larrian. 

  Finally, in Chapter Seven, I analyze one of the broadly disseminated CCP initiatives for 

the Zhuang discussed in Chapter Five: the use of culture as a commodity in Guangxi through 

ethno-tourism. As I explore tourism as a means of economic development for the Zhuang and 
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Guangxi, and the Zhuang responses to ethno-tourism, I draw on the experiences of Native 

Americans at historic reconstructions sites in North America.   
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CHAPTER THREE 

 

HISTORIOGRAPHY OF SCHOLARSHIP 

 

 
The People’s Daily 

 

Since 2010, scholars such as Liang and Lu,12 Liu and Yang,13 Wu,14 and Zhang15 have used 

the People’s Daily as the basis for content analyses on issues of social control, recognizing the 

newspaper as a valuable means by which to delve deeper into the political initiatives of the CCP. 

For example, in their 2013 study, Bin Liang and Hong Lu explore the Chinese government’s use 

of the People’s Daily as an effective tool of social control in China’s anti-drug campaign, asserting 

that the newspaper’s status as the mouthpiece of the CCP establishes it as a source “representative 

of China’s media” which “functions as the dominant propaganda tool of the government.”16 In her 

2014 study, Shifang Wu regards the People’s Daily as a newspaper which “represents the voice of 

the CCP government and covers comprehensive aspects such as governmental policies, important 

political events, influential cultural activities and cultural comments from elite intellectuals”17 as 

she argues that the revival of Confucianism serves to increase CCP legitimacy. My study, like the 

work of the previously discussed scholars, regards the People’s Daily as an authoritative source 

representative of CCP ideology which enforces social control through the promotion of state-

sanctioned ideals in disseminated messages. 

                                                 
12 Liang, Bin, and Hong Lu, “Discourses of drug problems and drug control in China: Reports in the People's Daily, 
1946-2009,” China Information 27, no. 3 (2013): 301-26. 
13 Liu, Xinsheng, and Yi Edward Yang, “Examining China's Official Media Perception of the United States: A 
Content Analysis of People's Daily Coverage,” Journal of Chinese Political Science 20, no. 4 (2015): 385-408. 
14 Wu, Shifang, “The Revival of Confucianism and the CCP’s Struggle for Cultural Leadership: a content analysis of 
the People’s Daily, 2000-2009,” Journal of Contemporary China 23, no. 89 (2014): 971-91. 
15 Zhang, Qingfei, “Transgender Representation by the People's Daily since 1949,” Sexuality and Culture 18, no. 1 
(2014): 180-95. 
16 Liang, Bin, and Hong Lu, “Discourses of drug problems and drug control in China: Reports in the People's Daily, 
1946-2009,” China Information 27, no. 3 (2013): 302. 
17 Wu, Shifang, “The Revival of Confucianism and the CCP’s Struggle for Cultural Leadership: a content analysis of 
the People’s Daily, 2000-2009,” Journal of Contemporary China 23, no. 89 (2014): 973-74. 
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Power and State-Society Relations 

 

Many studies exploring state-society relations precede my own. Among these works are 

varied theorizations of authoritarian mechanisms of power and control, an unsurprising amount of 

which address the shaping of public opinion and values via the dissemination of state-sanctioned 

messages to the public. Thought shaping through the use of propaganda and carefully tailored 

messages is a common governance tactic, arguably of all states, democratic and authoritarian alike. 

Even the democratic United States, a self-identified exemplar of freedom of the press, has used 

propaganda as a means of mobilizing public support for actions abroad, especially in times of 

international conflict. Nancy Snow and Philip Taylor make note of this phenomena in their study 

of US propaganda following 9/11, observing the “‘information’ front, a fourth arm alongside 

military, naval, and air campaigns”18 utilized in the mobilization process. Thought shaping is not 

unique to authoritarian states. 

Yet, for an authoritarian state, the strategic use of propaganda is not limited to specific 

instances requiring strong public support, but rather, extends to nearly all aspects of society. 

Edward Herman and Noam Chomsky discuss authoritarian modes of media use in their work 

Manufacturing Consent, arguing that “in countries where the levers of power are in the hands of a 

state bureaucracy, the monopolistic control over the media, often supplemented by official 

censorship, makes it clear that the media serve the ends of a dominant elite.” 19  Speaking 

specifically to China’s political dynamics, Jude Howell in his work Governance in China observes 

various strategies of CCP governance including the use of “pre-formed” media which has been 

                                                 
18 Snow, Nancy, and Philip M. Taylor, “The revival of the propaganda state: US propaganda at home and abroad 
since 9/11.” International Communication Gazette 68, no. 5-6 (2006): 392 
19 Herman, Edward S., and Noam Chomsky. Manufacturing Consent: The Political Economy of the Mass Media. 
(New York: Pantheon Books, 2002). 
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“fashioned… and disseminated to a supposedly passive audience”20 as the CCP endeavors to shape 

public opinion. 

Within his work Domination and the Arts of Resistance,21 Scott discusses the nature of pre-

formed media, explaining that there are different “transcripts,” or discourses, in which a 

superordinate entity and its subordinate engage depending on the situational context. Scott 

differentiates between “public transcripts,” which include discourse that is discussed openly, and 

in front of subordinate and superordinate entities alike, and “hidden transcripts,” which belong 

solely to each respective entity. For the subordinate group, public transcripts generally only include 

discourse that ingratiates the subordinate to the superordinate entity, or maintains a tolerable status 

quo, whereas the hidden transcripts of subordinates may more accurately represent subordinates’ 

impressions of the distribution of power. For the superordinate entity, hidden transcripts may 

reveal insecurities and weaknesses, whereas public transcripts are mechanisms of exerting power 

and control through thought molding, impression management, and maintenance of an 

authoritative image.  

Referring to the transcripts of superordinate entities, Scott uses the example of Ming 

Emperor Long Qing of sixteenth century China (reigning 1567-1572):  

whose public appearances were so minutely choreographed that he became a virtual living 
icon deployed in rituals that risked nothing to improvisation. Offstage, in the Forbidden 
City, he might carouse as he wished with princes and aristocrats… the attempt by dominant 
elites to sequester an offstage social site where they are no longer on display and can let 
their hair down is ubiquitous, as is the attempt to ritualize contact with subordinates so that 
the masks remain firmly in place and the risk that something untoward might happen is 
minimized.22  

                                                 
20 Howell, Jude. Governance in China. (Lanham: Rowman & Littlefield Publishers, 2004), 83. 
21 Scott, James C. Domination and the Arts of Resistance: Hidden Transcripts. (New Haven: Yale University Press, 
1990). 
22 Ibid, 12. 
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Similar to the dynastic authoritarianism used in the past, the strategic use of public transcripts for 

the management of discourse and perception is not limited to the Ming dynasty, but extends to the 

CCP today in its use of the People’s Daily as a public transcript. A study of the People’s Daily is 

the study of CCP public transcripts and the state-sanctioned discourses that indicate acceptable 

behavior and thought.  

 

The Zhuang 

In the English language, current scholarship specifically studying Zhuang culture and 

history is limited. Despite being the largest ethnic minority population in China, the Zhuang seem 

to attract relatively little attention in academia. Perhaps this is because of the perceived Sinicized 

nature of the Zhuang. Some studies of ethnic minorities in China go into extensive detail regarding 

the cultures and histories of other Chinese ethnic minorities, but when addressing the Zhuang, only 

say that they are a highly Sinicized people who are imperceptibly different than the Han, the 

majority people of China.23 This is unfortunate, as although the Zhuang are indeed becoming more 

like the Han, and at increasing speeds, the Zhuang nevertheless possess unique tangible cultural 

heritage and intangible cultural heritage alike. Although the Zhuang do not receive due academic 

attention from Western scholars, the few scholars who have invested in research of the Zhuang 

have produced intriguing studies ranging from dynastic China to the present.  

Jeffrey Barlow, in his study of the Zhuang during the Song dynasty, provides an 

unprecedented political history of the Zhuang people in great detail.24 Exploring the political 

development of the Zhuang after the ascent of the CCP, Katherine Kaup’s study, Creating the 

                                                 
23 Kaup, Katherine Palmer. Creating the Zhuang: Ethnic Politics in China. (Boulder: L. Rienner, 2000), 3. 
24 Barlow, Jeffrey G.. “The Zhuang Minority Peoples of the Sino-Vietnamese Frontier in the Song Period”. Journal 

of Southeast Asian Studies 18 (1987), 250–269. 
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Zhuang: Ethnic Politics in China,25 analyzes the role of the CCP in consolidating the Zhuang for 

the sake of the stability of the People’s Republic of China (PRC). Before the CCP’s measures to 

unite the Zhuang as one people, the Zhuang more closely associated with village clusters than as 

an expansive Zhuang nationality. Kaup argues that by uniting the Zhuang, the CCP could offer the 

Zhuang a place within the larger framework of the PRC, ensuring greater stability for the state. 

Kaup, too, observes the limits of English scholarship on the Zhuang, saying that “the Zhuang 

nationality has been largely ignored both in the West and within China itself,” noting that “no 

major study has been conducted on the Zhuang in English in any field”26 until her own. 

In more recent years, scholars have increasingly focused their studies on Zhuang culture as 

opposed to solely focusing on political developments. Rong Xiang in her study “Yearning for Zaan 

or Home,”27 explores Zhuang women’s concepts of home in the context of migration and aging. 

In Zhuang Cultural and Linguistic Heritage, Eric Johnson and Mingfu Wang explore the tangible 

and intangible aspects of Zhuang culture that make it unique, using a Zhuang community in 

Guangxi’s neighboring province, Yunnan, as a basis for the study. Citing xiuqiu (绣球), or silk 

embroidered balls that are still used in some Zhuang communities as a token of courtship, as an 

example of tangible cultural heritage,28 and the Zhuang “tradition of respecting, worshipping, and 

protecting nature,”29 as an example of Zhuang intangible cultural heritage, Johnson and Wang 

present a work that celebrates the uniqueness of Zhuang culture. Also researching intangible 

cultural heritage of the Zhuang, Qin Jin Dun and John Widman, in their study, “A Tale of Two 

                                                 
25 Kaup, Katherine Palmer. Creating the Zhuang: Ethnic Politics in China. (Boulder: L. Rienner, 2000). 
26 Ibid, 3. 
27 Xiang, Rong. “Yearning for Zaan or Home: Gender, Development and Home in Zhuang Women’s Narratives on 
Migration in a Southwest Chinese Village.” PhD Thesis, The Hong Kong Polytechnic University, 2006. 
28 Johnson, Eric C., and Mingfu Wang. Zhuang Cultural and Linguistic Heritage. (Kunming:  
SIL International and The Nationalities Publishing House of Yunnan, 2008), 33. 
29 Ibid, 29. 
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Song Fairs: Considering Tourism and Tradition in China’s Guangxi Province,” 30 compare two 

Zhuang music festivals: one which has been commercialized by the CCP for the sake of advancing 

tourism in the region, and another that has not been commodified, but remains in natural Zhuang 

form. Each of these studies offers invaluable insight into modes of being unique to the Zhuang. 

Finally, Jenny Chio in her study, A Landscape of Travel: The Work of Tourism in Rural 

Ethnic China,31 discusses the central government promotion of tourism in minority areas as a 

mechanism of economic development. Chio uses two villages for the basis of her study: a Zhuang 

village in Pingan, Guangxi and a Miao village in Guizhou, exploring the use of “Peasant Family 

Happiness,” nong jia le (农家乐 ) as marketing in rural ethno-tourism, 32  a concept which 

capitalizes on Chinese urbanites’ nostalgia for simpler times.33 Her study is a deeply insightful 

look into the political dynamics behind ethno-tourism, as well as the anthropological implications 

for the minorities involved. My study builds on these works, as I contribute another study of the 

Zhuang to the existing limited body of English scholarship.  

  

                                                 
30 Dunn, Qin Jin, and John Widman. “A Tale of Two Song Fairs: Considering Tourism and Tradition in China’s 
Guangxi Province,” Ethnomusicology Review 17 (2012), accessed January 29, 2016. 
31 Chio, Jenny. A Landscape of Travel: The Work of Tourism in Rural Ethnic China. (Seattle: University of 
Washington Press, 2014). 
32 Ibid, 73. 
33 Ibid, 36. 
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CHAPTER FOUR 

 

HISTORY OF THE ZHUANG 

 
 

The ethnic Han Chinese people historically living in the Yellow River basin have long 

regarded themselves as belonging to Zhongguo, or the Middle Kingdom. First used during the 

Zhou dynasty (1046-256 BCE) as a way to differentiate the high culture of central society from 

that of “barbaric” peoples in surrounding areas, the enduring term suggests a cognitive framework 

that systematized the world in relation to the focal point of a centrally organized- and dynastically 

led- China. In moving away from the Yellow River basin, which many Chinese today popularly 

regard as the epicenter of Han high culture,34 one enters a cultural frontier: the borderlands beyond 

the fringe of classical Chinese civilization that represented a degree of political uncertainty to the 

central government in their contact with other peoples.  

Ethnicity has long been an enduring source of tension and conflict in China. For centuries, 

the inhabitants of these borderlands have presented a political and cultural challenge to the central 

state. To the north, the nomadic Xiongnu were notorious for their “barbaric” ways, inspiring 

various Han literati whose writings were manifestations of ethnic anxieties as seen in the fifth 

century text Hou Han Shu (後漢書), or Book of the Later Han. In this text, the Xiongnu can be 

found kidnapping a Chinese woman, eating unpalatable foods for Chinese such as raw meat and 

fermented mare’s milk, and otherwise engaging in behaviors that were considered inappropriate 

and repulsive to the Chinese literati such as perceived disrespect for the elderly.35 Such passages 

                                                 
34 Joniak-Luthi, Agnieszka. The Han, China’s Diverse Majority. (Seattle: University of Washington Press, 2015), 
124.  
35 Idema, W. L., and Beata Grant. The Red Brush: Writing Women of Imperial China. (Cambridge: Harvard 
University Asia Center, 2004), 121. 
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from this well-read text would have struck fear and disgust in the hearts of Chinese literati 

readership, perpetuating the distrust Chinese had for neighboring peoples.  

During the Qin dynasty (221-206 BCE), dynastic military expansion to the south, shortly 

followed by Han colonists, drove southwestern minorities from fertile lands into the treacherous 

mountain regions, regions that provided little suitability for agricultural production. In imperial 

China, Confucianism also presented ethnic struggles as minorities were understood to be culturally 

inferior and desperately needing cultural instruction. The Yuan (1271-1368 CE) and Qing 

dynasties (1644-1912 CE), book-ending the ethnic Chinese Ming dynasty (1368–1644 CE), were 

eras of foreign rule in China. Mongols and Manchus, each in their own time, flouted the lines 

drawn between themselves and the Han of China. Although the foreigners succeeded in exerting 

their own rule over the state, it was in a highly Sinicized manner as they adopted the political 

framework of the peoples they conquered. In recent times, the central government has identified 

Tibet and Xinjiang as sources of ethnic tensions as the people of these borderlands have regularly 

clashed with the central government over cultural and religious rights, with some portions of these 

societies resisting Chinese governance and seeking autonomy.  

The Zhuang, too, have had their share of ethnic tensions. From the Ming to the Qing 

dynasties, many Han Chinese relocated to Zhuang regions as they fled the conflicts and famines 

of northern China, resulting in increased tensions between the Zhuang and the Han as the 

indigenous peoples were driven from their lands.36  Zhuang leadership organized an uprising, 

which prompted the Ming to direct over 140,000 soldiers to the region from 1492-1571. In the 

beginning of the Qing dynasty under the rule of the Kangxi Emperor (1661-1772), tensions 

between Han and the Zhuang had grown fierce, with the Zhuang proclaiming mantras such as “kill 

                                                 
36 Yixin, Chen. Encyclopedia of Modern Asia, s.v. “Zhuang.” New York: Charles Scribner's Sons, 2002.  
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the outsiders, leave the locals,” sha ke liu tu (杀客留土), prompting the Qing to place bans on 

travel and trade, and ultimately burn down villages until the local Zhuang officials fled.37 In 1850, 

tensions exploded into armed conflict, and out of what is now known as Guangxi Zhuang 

Autonomous Region, the minority-led Taiping Rebellion was born.38 Many Zhuang placed their 

support behind the rebellion and its leadership as they sought to overthrow the Qing rule39 and 

bring about conditions that were more positive for the non-Manchus of China40 until the rebellion 

was quelled in 1864.  

Eventually the Zhuang’s desire to see the end of the Qing came to fruition in 1911 when 

Sun Yat-sen (1866-1925) overthrew the Qing and founded the Republic of China (1912-1949). 

While this new entity honored ethnic diversity with the National Flag of the Republic of China 

(used 1912-1948), a five-colored flag representing the Han, Manchu, Mongolian, Hui, and Tibetan 

peoples, it nevertheless called for the assimilation of minorities to majority culture. By the late 

1920s, Chiang Kai-shek announced that minorities did not exist and that all Chinese were simply 

extensions of the Han.41  

With this tumultuous past in mind, it is evident that instability was a common facet of life 

for the historic Zhuang. Not only were they increasingly driven into the undesirable, infertile 

uplands, borderlands, and mountains, but armed conflicts with imperial governments and ethnic 

tensions with the migrant Han added additional layers of tension. The Confucian system widely 

prevalent throughout China’s history had actively advocated for the cultural assimilation of the 

                                                 
37 Kaup, Katherine Palmer. Creating the Zhuang: Ethnic Politics in China. (Boulder: L. Rienner, 2000), 46. 
38 Nielsen, B. Encyclopedia of Modern Asia, s.v. “Guangxi.” New York: Charles Scribner's Sons, 2002. 456-457. 
39 Yueh-Hwa, Lin, and Norma Diamond. Encyclopedia of World Cultures. “Zhuang.” New York: Macmillan  

Reference, 1996. 509-512. 
Heberer, Thomas. China and its National Minorities: Autonomy or Assimilation? (Armonk: M.E. Sharpe, 1989), 
19. 

41 Ibid, 18. 
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minorities to Han ways of life and fostered a sense of superiority on the part of the central state, 

whose bureaucracies looked down on the minority “barbarians”42 who did not till the land with the 

sophistication of the Han.43 The Zhuang thus developed a sense of inferiority and shame in regards 

to their national identity,44 a sense of shame that would only increase with the ascent of the PRC 

as the state established policies, especially during the Cultural Revolution (1966-1976), which 

suppressed minority culture. 

Initially, many of the Zhuang felt a positive sentiment towards the fledgling communist 

party: the Zhuang of Guangxi have been credited for being “one of the earliest Soviets”45 for their 

active support of the party, such as assisting Deng Xiaoping in the 1929 Baise Rebellion: a 

Communist-led resistance against the Republic.46 When the People’s Liberation Army entered the 

region permanently in 1947, the Zhuang-dominated western Guangxi enthusiastically welcomed 

the establishment of a new government47 that seemed to have much in common ideologically with 

the earlier aims of the Taiping Rebellion: better treatment for the non-dominant peoples.  

As the communist party took power in 1949, the Zhuang situation posed a delicate problem 

for the newly formed PRC. Up until this point, the majority of the Zhuang did not identify 

themselves as a unified people, rather identifying as individual villages and village clusters with 

little collective cohesion. Although some Zhuang had been involved in collective efforts to address 

conflict throughout the dynasties and during the Republic, the Zhuang were a relatively fragmented 

                                                 
42 Heberer, Thomas. China and its National Minorities: Autonomy or Assimilation? (Armonk: M.E. Sharpe, 1989), 
18. 
43 Ibid, 17. 
44 Kaup, Katherine Palmer. Creating the Zhuang: Ethnic Politics in China. (Boulder: L. Rienner, 2000), 26. 
45 Yueh-Hwa, Lin, and Norma Diamond. Encyclopedia of World Cultures. “Zhuang.” New York: Macmillan 
Reference, 1996. 509-512. 
46 “The Olympic torch reaches Bose, the last station of Guangxi.” Journal: Xinhua news agency news bulletin. 7 
June 2008 
47 Yueh-Hwa, Lin, and Norma Diamond. Encyclopedia of World Cultures. “Zhuang.” New York: Macmillan 
Reference, 1996. 509-512. 
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people who operated on an autonomous basis, which stemmed from local interests.  Before 1949, 

the Zhuang identified themselves by over twenty names, and in 1950, the CCP began its own 

categorization of the Zhuang.48 Of course, in order for the PRC to maintain successful governance 

of the region, it needed the allegiance of the native inhabitants. The CCP found its solution in the 

consolidation of the Zhuang. As Kaup asserts in Creating the Zhuang: Ethnic Politics in China, 

the CCP needed to provide scattered minorities with a nation to call their own, a nation that fit 

within the larger context of the PRC.  

Today, ethnic politics for the Zhuang are not as tumultuous as the past. The Zhuang have 

developed a reputation among Chinese for being ideologically cooperative with the CCP and 

causing minimal social disturbances. However, since the Zhuang are members of the borderlands 

and do not share a common ethnic heritage with the Han, the CCP continues to make pointed 

efforts to maintain social control over the Zhuang.  

Nevertheless, when compared to minorities who are more resistant than the Zhuang to 

Chinese governance, such as the Tibetans and Uighurs, the Zhuang have notably stable political 

relations with the CCP. This relative stability is partially a result of increasing Zhuang Sinification, 

or an acculturation to Han modes of being: in Guangxi today, many Zhuang are not only willing, 

but also eager, to live lives beyond their Zhuang communities. Many Zhuang, especially the 

younger generation, leave the villages to pursue an education, learn to read, write, and speak 

Mandarin fluently, consume Chinese pop culture, wear ‘modern’ clothing, own smart phones, and 

find employment outside of Zhuang communities. The younger generation are no longer able to 

sing the traditional Zhuang folk songs that were so essential to the Zhuang in the past, songs that 

were used not only for socializing but also in finding a life partner. The song fairs that provide the 

                                                 
48 Yixin, Chen. Encyclopedia of Modern Asia, s.v. "Zhuang."  New York: Charles Scribner's Sons, 2002. 216-218.  
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context for this type of courtship have been used by the Zhuang since at least the Song dynasty 

(960-1279).49 Discussing minimal attendance of youth to present day Zhuang song fairs, Dun and 

Widman explain: 

The lack of the younger age demographic, far from being a localized phenomenon, is 
endemic throughout Zhuang culture. As there have been increased efforts by the Chinese 
government and the Zhuang themselves to improve their economic standing in the last few 
decades, those under 25 have mostly sought modern lifestyles, leaving many elements of 
their culture behind.50 
 
 Even with CCP policies in place designed to assist the Zhuang, as well as the other 

minorities of China, such as an allowance for a greater number of children or lower test score 

requirements for university admittance,51 some Zhuang believe that being Zhuang inhibits them 

from living fully productive lives with equal opportunities that are offered to other Chinese 

peoples.52 Rural Chinese are increasingly migrating to more urban areas, Han and minorities alike. 

For the Zhuang, many are leaving the villages for migrant work, permanent employment, or 

education, leaving Zhuang villages to the elderly and their grandchildren whose parents are away 

for work. Guangxi, the autonomous region designated as Zhuang territory in 1958, is notoriously 

underdeveloped and one of the poorest regions in China, contributing to the common Chinese 

stereotype of the Zhuang being rural and poor. For centuries, dominant peoples pushed the Zhuang 

into mountainous areas which necessitated a lifestyle of subsistence living, leaving the Zhuang a 

troubled people in terms of standard of living, lack of opportunity, and upward mobility.  

In the 1990s, the CCP began to make the development of the Zhuang region, Guangxi, a 

higher priority. However, it took the tragic Tiananmen incident in Beijing to instigate this change.  

                                                 
49 Dunn, Qin Jin, and John Widman. “A Tale of Two Song Fairs: Considering Tourism and Tradition in China’s 
Guangxi Province,” Ethnomusicology Review 17 (2012), accessed January 29, 2016. 
50 Ibid. 
51 Singer, Rena. “China's Minorities Get Huge Affirmative-Action Benefits,” The Seattle Times, August 26, 1997.  
52 During my time in Baise, Guangxi for the 2013-2014 academic year, I had a Zhuang friend whose parents had 
intentionally sheltered her from Zhuang culture and language in an effort to make her culturally Han. They believed 
that by doing so she would have greater opportunities for the future.  
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CHAPTER FIVE 

 

PERIODIZATION 

 

 
Introduction 

 
Within this chapter, I present and interpret my original research, framed within the larger 

context of trends occurring within China and Guangxi. By examining the patterns of publications 

found within the People’s Daily from 1990 until 2015, I construct a periodization of CCP policy 

towards the political and economic development of the Zhuang in Guangxi, consisting of phases 

entitled: “Phase One: Post-Tiananmen Restructuring (1990-1992),” “Phase Two: Deng’s 

Economic Developments Take Root and Bear Fruit (1992-2001),” “Phase Three: New 

Millennium, New Problems (1999-2006),” “Phase Four: China’s Global Debut (2005-2015).” 

Within these phases, I track the differing foci and strategies of the CCP. I explain what this means 

for Guangxi and how it relates to China as a whole, resulting in my choice of a periodization 

according to the corresponding historical developments and patterns.  

As a whole, my study has shown that the 4,279 People’s Daily articles containing the 

keyword Zhuangzu in the years 1990-2015 were predominately concerned with Local Politics and 

Policy, Development, Culture, Elections, and Interaction with Foreigners, as illustrated by the five 

most represented categories in Figure 1. In discussing Guangxi and the Zhuang, this newspaper 

primarily observes noteworthy political events as well as developments in political policy, as 

demonstrated by the 1,075 articles devoted to the category of Local Politics and Policy. This 

category served to inform readers of recent party Congress meetings, summaries of political 

sessions, development of new party policies or regulations, diplomatic meetings between party 

members and foreign officials, as well as involvement of Zhuang officials in political procedures. 

The Development category, with 618 articles, focused on economic development of Guangxi as 
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well as specific, local economies within the region. Culture, with 544 articles, reported traditional 

Zhuang holidays, celebrations, and minority activities, as well as mainstream cultural activities 

such as music, sports, and calligraphy. The Elections category, with 336 articles, included local 

and provincial elections, name lists of representatives, and updates on female and  

 

Figure 1. This figure illustrates the categorization of the 4,279 articles with the keyword Zhuangzu (壮族) from 

People’s Daily articles in the years 1990-2015. Each article could be placed in 1-2 categories, depending on content. 
A complete list of category descriptions can be located in Appendix A. 
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Zhuang representatives. Finally, the Interaction with Foreigners category, with 278 articles, 

highlighted the visits of foreigners as well as Sino-foreign political cooperation and cultural 

exchanges.  

Within this periodization, I not only provide a framework by which to understand twenty-

five years of political and economic developments for the Zhuang and the Guangxi Zhuang 

Autonomous Region, but also demonstrate CCP’s use of the People’s Daily for social control as it 

uses the newspaper to 1) distort reality through projections of power, and disproportionate 

representation of certain topical categories and 2) divert attention away from sensitive topics. 

Although Figure 1 effectively illustrates which categories received the highest priority from the 

CCP over the entire twenty-five-year span explored in this study, it is the graphs of individual 

categories that are most illuminating as to the shifting foci of the CCP’s attention. This is achieved 

through the analysis of the changing patterns seen over time for individual categories. In order to 

properly understand the significance of the figures, it is important to understand the political 

climate leading up to 1990.  

 

The Context: Tiananmen and the Soviet Bloc 

In the late 1980s, over one thousand miles away from Guangxi, trouble was brewing. It 

was the summer of 1989 and organizations of people on the streets of Beijing were deteriorating 

into chaos as the city rallied in support behind protestors: college students who refused to leave 

Tiananmen Square in an effort to demonstrate dissatisfaction with government intervention in their 

personal and professional lives. Although beginning as seemingly-innocent expressions of grief at 

the death of Hu Yaobang in 1989, the proceedings ultimately culminated in pro-democracy 

protests. Perhaps if it had been another year, another month, even, the state would not have 
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declared martial law over the city and the students could have negotiated peaceably with Party 

officials. But this was during the collapse of the Soviet Bloc; the people of Eastern Europe were 

assembling en masse to protest the Soviet occupation, inspired by the anti-communist movement 

of Solidarity in Poland.53 These mass movements along with international pressure prompted 

General Secretary of the Communist Party of the Soviet Union, Mikhail Gorbachev (1931-

present), at the 43rd General United Nations Assembly in December of 1988, to implement 

perestroika in an announcement of the substantial downsizing of the Soviet presence occupying 

Eastern Europe: the occupation would be reduced by 500,000 persons, conventional armaments 

would be significantly reduced, and tank divisions disbanded.54 Chinese political leaders observed 

the significant political restructuring catalyzed by Eastern European grassroots movements, and 

recognized that, if left unchecked, the events at Tiananmen could trigger a formidable threat to 

political stability.  

Despite the pleadings of government and university officials, as well as official 

publications warning the students of the potential consequences, students were not intimidated by 

the efforts of the central government to suppress the movement. The People’s Daily criticized the 

students’ actions, labeling the proceedings as “anti-Party, anti-socialist turmoil,”55 an assertion that 

surely would have reminded readers of the consequences of past ‘antirevolutionary’ behavior. 

Tensions only escalated as protestors gathered in increasing numbers, coming from other cities 

and provinces to join the movement.  

                                                 
53 New World Encyclopedia contributors, "Revolutions of 1989," New World Encyclopedia, 
http://www.newworldencyclopedia.org/p/index.php?title=Revolutions_of_1989&oldid=935948 (accessed May 19, 
2016). 
54 Associated Press, “The Gorbachev Visit; Excerpts From Speech to U.N. on Major Soviet Military Cuts,” New 
York Times, December 8, 1988. 
55 Ruan, Ming, Larry Sullivan, Peter Rand, Lawrence R. Sullivan, Peter Rand, and Nancy Liu. Deng Xiaoping: 

Chronicle of an Empire. (Boulder: Westview Press, 1994), 223. 
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In his 2011 work Deng Xiaoping and the Transformation of China,56 Vogel argues that, 

along with the cautionary tale of Eastern Europe, several other issues contributed to the central 

government’s declaration of martial law. Up until this time, the relationship between the USSR 

and China had been strained. However, in 1989, the two states came to an understanding that it 

would be mutually beneficial for reconciliation to take place, thus arranging a meeting between 

Chinese and USSR leaders in Beijing. To the dismay of the Chinese central government, 

Tiananmen’s disturbances occurred before and during Gorbachev’s monumental visit, causing 

massive degrees of embarrassment for the political leaders of China as the protests threw the 

diplomatic proceedings into disorder on multiple occasions.  

Additionally, Vogel argues, the students’ lack of organizational skills gave the movement 

the appearance of a chaotic uprising. Not having led any kind of political movement in the past, 

the students were unable to compose a cohesive set of demands and designate student leaders to 

negotiate with the government, making the protest seem like more of an unruly riot than a cohesive 

movement with specific objectives. That, combined with a lack of experience of the forces 

descending on the city, brought devastation upon the protestors. Although the ordinary people of 

Beijing rallied around the students, using their own bodies to block the oncoming military advance, 

ultimately it was of no use; the military was given authority to subdue the disturbance by whatever 

means necessary, and soon, the tear gas and rubber bullets were replaced with AK 47s. The 

movement was quelled, but the change it prompted within the ranks of the CCP would have 

profound influence over China for the next twenty-five years.  

 

 

                                                 
56 Vogel, Ezra F. Deng Xiaoping and the Transformation of China. (Cambridge, Mass: Belknap Press of Harvard 
University Press, 2011). 
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“Catching Mice:” Deng’s 1992 Journey to the South and Economic Reform 

Even once the immediate political threat to the central government in Beijing was 

eliminated, the central leadership knew that the Chinese political system was in grave danger and 

could potentially follow Eastern Europe’s example. Tiananmen had made it evident to certain 

leaders within the central government that China needed immediate change. The country’s people 

were no longer satisfied with the role of the Party and were even willing to risk their lives for the 

sake of political change. In their dissatisfaction they had, at least briefly, considered following the 

lead of the Soviet Bloc, and thus directed their anxieties toward the political establishment.  The 

CCP recognized that if these sentiments were allowed to persist they would eventually take root 

and undermine China’s entire political structure. Party leaders thus rationalized that economic 

reform was the solution. One such leader was Deng Xiaoping, who, encouraged by the successes 

of his economic reforms prior to 1989, “passionately believed that only rapid economic growth 

would maintain the public support necessary to avoid the fate of Eastern Europe and the Soviet 

Union,” as Vogel argues.57 The reasoning was such: placate the masses with economic prosperity 

and they will be less inclined to instigate political reform. 

Moreover, China’s minority population gave the CCP special cause for concern. Although 

the Tiananmen protests occurred in the far north and had little direct connection to the peoples of 

Guangxi, the central government’s strategic shift in their political approach in the early 1990s 

nevertheless had tangible ramifications for the peoples of the rural ethnic south. I show in my 

research that the warning of Tiananmen prompted the central government to direct its collective 

gaze towards the borderlands, ever cognizant of the political instability that could occur among 

peoples who had even less incentive to remain loyal to the Party than the people of Beijing, who 

                                                 
57 Vogel, Ezra F. Deng Xiaoping and the Transformation of China. (Cambridge, Mass: Belknap Press of Harvard 
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were supposedly the demographic group most loyal to the CCP. However, the loyal political base 

of Beijing had rebelled against the Party in an unprecedented manner, prompting a shift of focus 

for the CCP in regards to their minority and borderland populations.  

As Robert Ash and Y. Y. Kueh reveal in their 1996 study entitled The Chinese Economy 

Under Deng Xiao Ping, 58 in 1989, Guangxi had the fifth highest relative incidence of poverty in 

the nation. The authors developed a regional rural poverty profile showing that although 3.5% of 

China’s counties nationwide could be found in Guangxi, a full 5.5% of China’s poorest counties 

were also found in Guangxi, putting the region’s incidence of poverty at 1.57. “Poor” was defined 

in this study as “counties with average per capita rural income below 300 yuan,”59 which is the 

equivalent of less than $46 USD in 2016. Guangxi was thus in the company of other provinces 

found predominately in the western and central regions of China, including Yunnan, Guizhou, 

Shaanxi, Gansu, and Inner Mongolia, each of which had more incidences of poverty than Guangxi, 

and Ningxia, Sichuan, and Shanxi, each of which had slightly less incidences of poverty than 

Guangxi.60  

Although in 1989, Guangxi, along with other rural and ethnic regions, had a low 

socioeconomic status as compared to other parts of China, it had nevertheless greatly improved in 

economic standing as compared to itself in previous years. In his 1992 speech to the Party School, 

Tian Jiyun, Vice Premier of the State Council 1983-1993, attributed the economic gains observed 

from 1978-1984 to Deng Xiaoping’s economic guidance, praising the substantial increase in grain, 

oil-bearing crops, and cotton outputs,61 the involvement of one-third of rural enterprises in foreign 

                                                 
58 Ash, Robert F. and Y. Y. Kueh. The Chinese Economy Under Deng Xiaoping. (Oxford: Clarendon Press, 1996), 
270. 
59 Ibid, 269. 
60 Ibid, 270. 
61 Ibid, 169. 
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exchange,62 and the noteworthy equaling of income ratios between rural and urban populations.63 

Even with these instances of growth, the rural regions remained indisputably impoverished. The 

CCP reasoned that increased economic development could better integrate minorities and people 

of the borderlands into mainstream society. 

 The political elite were not in agreement as to the most effective way to foster economic 

development. Although all members of the political elite saw increasing economic prosperity as 

desirable, they favored radically different ways of encouraging such development and differed in 

their opinions of how fast, and how far, China should be opened to international trade. A few select 

leaders, namely Deng, pushed for a rapid opening of the economy but were met with strong 

resistance from the majority conservative base. Hardliners such as Premier Li Peng, in office 1988-

1998, vehemently fought the capitalist leanings of Deng, arguing that “if we cannot ensure the 

socialist orientation of the country, we [the CCP] will lose power no matter how well the economy 

is developed.”64 After several failed attempts to rally popular support around his ideas of economic 

reform, Deng left Beijing to find his support base elsewhere, thus commencing his famous 

southern tour of 1992, nanxun tanhua (南巡谈话).  

On his journey to the south, Deng aggressively promoted his ideas of economic reform to 

highly receptive audiences of Mainland entrepreneurs and Hong Kong tycoons. It was during this 

tour that Deng was first credited with his phrase “to get rich is glorious,” zhifu guangrong (致富

光荣), and his well-quoted theory of black and white cats, in which he explained "it doesn't matter 

                                                 
62 Ash, Robert F. and Y. Y. Kueh. The Chinese Economy Under Deng Xiaoping. (Oxford: Clarendon Press, 1996), 
170. 
63 Ibid. 
64 Lam, Willy Wo-Lap. China after Deng Xiaoping: the Power Struggle in Beijing since Tiananmen. (Singapore: J. 
Wiley & Sons, 1995), 6. 
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if the cat is white or black; if it catches mice, it's a good cat,”65 as he argued his case for economic 

reform. Ultimately the tour had the desired effect, as Lam describes in his biography on Deng:  

The nanxun, or imperial tour of the south, which Deng embarked on in January and 
February 1992, would go down in history as a gigantic triumph of will… Above all, the 
nanxun exhortations made it possible for cadres and the people alike to forget about politics 
for the time being. The party and society became depoliticized: ideology took a back seat 
and Marxism became well-nigh irrelevant as a tidal wave of quanmin jieshang (‘everybody 
going into business’) swept the nation.66  

 
Deng was successful in his mission; the people had redirected their political anxieties towards the 

acquisition of wealth, thus rescuing China’s political structure.  

The economic reform had significant impact on Guangxi, despite the economic reform 

being largely centered on the cosmopolitan coastal cities of Shanghai, Shenzhen, Guangzhou, and 

Zhuhai, which had direct access to foreign wealth. In addition to the anticipated “trickledown 

economics” from the opening of the economy in prosperous coastal cities, the state sought far-

reaching, long lasting change designed specifically for the minority regions. 

 

Phases of Periodization 

 

 

Guiding Theories 

 

Within my periodization, I have utilized two theories by which to understand the CCP 

strategies used within the People’s Daily: Scott’s previously discussed theory of “public transcripts” 

and “hidden transcripts,” and Larrain’s previously discussed theory on ideologies. These theories 

guide my interpretation of the data retrieved from The People’s Daily. 

                                                 
65 Ruwitch, John. “China now tries to tame Deng's black and white cats,” Reuters, February 17, 2007. 
66 Lam, Willy Wo-Lap. China after Deng Xiaoping: the Power Struggle in Beijing since Tiananmen. (Singapore: J. 
Wiley & Sons, 1995), 18. 
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For the CCP, the People’s Daily functions as a means to disseminate the “public transcripts” 

of the party, or the public discourses used to shape public thought. Within Scott’s theory, the 

superordinate entity utilizes public transcripts to maintain an image of how the entity wishes to be 

seen,67 as the transcripts serve to:  

create the appearance of unanimity among the ruling groups and the appearance of 
consent among subordinates… it would seem most ruling groups take great pains to 
foster a public image of cohesion and shared belief… [Lack of unity] presumably 
[affects] the calculations that subordinates make about the risk of noncompliance or 
defiance.68 
 

Furthermore, Scott argues that public transcripts of superordinate entities shape outcomes, much 

like a “self-fulfilling prophecy.”69 By projecting itself as powerful, a superordinate entity may 

convince the subordinate entity that is wields greater power than it actually does, which only 

contributes further to the superordinate’s power.70 Although “the dominant never controls the 

stage absolutely… their wishes normally prevail.”71 

Larrain, in his 1983 study, Marxism and Ideology, 72 focuses on the specific functions of 

ideology dissemination, differentiating between “positive” and “negative” ideology. Positive 

ideology involves “commands,” which are explicit directives as to what behaviors and thoughts 

are expected. These are in no way a distortion of reality, but rather, issue commands as to what 

reality should entail.73 “Negative ideology,” on the other hand, is a “distortion” of reality, seen 

through the strategies of misunderstanding, denial, dilution, and displacement (displacement will 

be revisited later). “Distortion” of reality need not be extreme, as even a greater focus on one area 

                                                 
67 Scott, James C. Domination and the Arts of Resistance: Hidden Transcripts. (New Haven: Yale University Press, 
1990), 4. 
68 Ibid, 55-56. 
69 Ibid, 49. 
70 Ibid. 
71 Ibid, 4. 
72 Larrain, Jorge. Marxism and Ideology. (Trenton: Humanities Press, 1983). 
73 Ibid,14. 
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over another is a distortion in that is gives disproportionate attention to that area. These negative 

ideologies can be disseminated through “reports,” which provide evidence that the ideology is true 

and functional.74  

As applicable to the CCP, there are various aspects of these theories which are especially 

significant and will reappear throughout my periodization. In line with Scott, many People’s Daily 

articles are projections of how the CCP wishes to be seen, often featuring elements of power. Yet 

as Larrain notes with “distortions,” these projections are not necessarily false, but are distortions 

by nature of their overrepresentation. As Scott notes with superordinate powers whose “wishes 

normally prevail,”75 this strategy seems to work for the CCP. The CCP’s utilization of Larrain’s 

“negative ideology” will be discussed throughout this chapter, as the CCP commonly uses 

displacement within the People’s Daily, misdirecting readership’s attention from a sensitive area 

by directing their focus to another area. I demonstrate within my periodization the CCP’s 

utilization of these tactics within the People’s Daily, as I provide a framework by which to 

understand CCP policy actions within Guangxi. 

 
Phase One: Post-Tiananmen Restructuring (1990-1992) 

 

The People’s Daily (PD) illuminates the restructuring that the CCP underwent in the years 

immediately following the Tiananmen protest and crackdown. Articles referencing Culture within 

the PD were at an all-time high during the years following immediately after Tiananmen: in 1990, 

1991, and 1992, Culture composed over 21% of PD articles published during each of those years. 

Figure 2 reveals a high degree of CCP concern directed towards the cultural aspects of the Zhuang 

and the people of Guangxi during this critical moment in Chinese history. The PD articles on 
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Culture notified readers of information such as a commemorative event in Guiping county 

honoring the Taiping Revolution, 76  an ethnic minority sporting event in Nanning, 77  and 

symposium on Zhuang poetry in Beijing. After a sharp decline in 1993, Culture regained a 

moderate standing, albeit in a general trend of decline thereafter.  

 

Figure 2. This figure illustrates what percentage of keyword Zhuangzu articles from the People’s Daily can be 
categorized as Culture, based on the total number of keyword-including articles that were published for each year. 
 
 

As argued by Kaup in her previously discussed work on the Zhuang, the CCP had once 

before used Zhuang ethnicity, during post-Maoist times, to rally the Zhuang people around a 

national identity that provided a sense of belonging within the larger context of the CCP led PRC. 

Here, once again, the principle is used as the CCP recycles the strategy of unity through culture 

and ethnic identity. During these years, in other parts of China, minorities resisted the authority of 

                                                 
76 “Hong Xiuquan Statue Unveiled in the Commemoration of the 140 Anniversary of Taiping Heavenly Kingdom in 

Guangxi (广西纪念 革命 ４ 周  洪秀全塑像在金田村揭幕, Guangxi jinian Taipingtianguo geming 

140 zhounian hongxiuquan suxiang zai jin tiancun jiemu).” Oriprobe Information Services Incorporated. People’s 
Daily, 12 January 1991. Web. Accessed 24 April 2016. 
77 “Traditional Games of Ethnic Minorities in Guangxi (全 少数民族运动会将在广西举行, Quanguo shaoshu 

minzu yundonghui jiang zai Guangxi juxing).” Oriprobe Information Services Incorporated. People’s Daily, 7 March 
1990. Web. Accessed 24 April 2016. 
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the central government. In Xinjiang, for example, the 1990s were characterized by a series of 

protest movements and terrorist attacks, including the Urumqi bus bombing of 1992 that resulted 

in two executions in 1995.78 In comparison to the more resistant minorities of other regions, the 

Zhuang were remarkably cooperative with CCP initiatives. Perhaps it was the CCP’s intention to 

assure the Zhuang, as well as other Guangxi peoples, that their cultures were secure within the 

larger framework of the CCP led PRC, an impression designed to soothe any feelings of animosity 

towards the central government. Using a strategy in line with Larrain’s theory of negative ideology 

through displacement, the CCP sought to direct Zhuang thought away from ethnic turmoil in other 

regions. This displacement was used in an effort to impress on the Zhuang that they need not 

respond negatively to the central government as the other minorities had, being that its culture was 

recognized and celebrated by the CCP. 

  
Figure 3. This figure illustrates what percentage of keyword Zhuangzu articles from the People’s Daily can be 
categorized as Development, based on the total number of keyword-including articles that were published for each 
year. 
 

                                                 
78 Poole, Teresa. “China blames `criminals' for bus bomb,” Independent, March 9, 1999. 
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In 1992, just as Deng Xioaping was making his southern journey to rally support around 

his economic policies, and the conservative political base back in Beijing was beginning to offer 

support for the opening of economic development, People’s Daily articles regarding Development 

increased considerably, boasting developments in industry as well as urban and regional planning. 

In that same year, articles on Agriculture (Appendix B) and the Environment (Appendix B) took 

a sharp decrease. Rather than focusing on environmental concerns or promoting the less lucrative 

agricultural production, the People’s Daily focused on the booming development of more lucrative 

industries, as well as regional planning, as Deng’s principles began show positive effects.  

Notably, as Development articles begin to increase in 1991, Culture articles (Figure 2) 

begin to decrease. In the context of Deng’s focus on the economy as a means of assuaging political 

tensions, a correlation of Culture and Development articles that are inversely proportional supports 

my argument that the emphasis on Culture temporarily served to pacify these anxieties, until the 

new emphasis on the economy was thoroughly established. Once the party had settled on the new 

economic policies, there was no longer a need to place such an emphasis on Culture. The new 

objective was economic prosperity. 

 
Phase Two: Deng’s Economic Developments Take Root and Bear Fruit (1992-2001) 

 Nearing the mid-1990s, the People’s Daily already reflected that the new CCP policies 

towards economic development were bringing prosperity and new opportunities to Guangxi. 

Falling into form of Scott’s superordinate public transcripts, the CCP during this time projected 

itself as it wished to be seen: People’s Daily articles on Development (Figure 3) were moderately 

high from 1992 to 1995, discussing subjects such as the following: bold reforms and accelerated 
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development,79 the growing attraction of investing in Guangxi,80 significant focus on poverty 

alleviation,81 construction projects,82 and the increase in foreign investments.83 In similar form, 

1993 saw a spike in the category of Interactions with Foreigners (Figure 4), and from 1992-1996, 

PD articles focusing on  

 
Figure 4. This figure illustrates what percentage of keyword Zhuangzu articles from the People’s Daily can be 
categorized as Interaction with Foreigners, based on the total number of keyword-including articles that were 
published for each year. 
 
 

                                                 
79 “Bagui’s New Step - Bold Promotion of Economic Reform to Boost Economy in Guangxi (八桂迈向新台阶——
广西大胆推进改革开放 快发展经济, Bagui mai xiang xin taijie - Guangxi dadan tuijin gaige kaifang jiakuai 

fazhan jingji).” Oriprobe Information Services Incorporated. People’s Daily, 23 April 1992. Web. Accessed 24 April 
2016. 
80 “Guangxi’s Investment Environment Has Improved, Due to the Increase of Large Scale Projects and the 

Reasonable Structures of Investments (广西投资环境魅力增强 大型项目明显增多 投资结构日趋合理, Guangxi 

touzi huanjing meili zengqiang daxing xiangmu mingxian zengduo touzi jiegou riqu heli).” Oriprobe Information 
Services Incorporated. People’s Daily, 28 October 1993. Web. Accessed 24 April 2016. 
81 “Zhu Rongji investigates Guangxi, The Whole Society Needs to Take Care and Support the Work of Poverty 

Alleviation (朱镕基在广西考全社会都要关心支持扶贫工作, Zhurongji zai Guangxi kao quan shehui dou guanxin 

zhichi fupin gongzuo).” Oriprobe Information Services Incorporated. People’s Daily, 23 November 1995. Web. 
Accessed 24 April 2016. 
82 “Building New Subway in Yulin and Wuzhou (玉 [林] 梧 [州] 铁路动工, Yu [lin] wu [zhou] tielu donggong).” 
Oriprobe Information Services Incorporated. People’s Daily, 21 February 1993. Web. Accessed 23 April 2016. 
83 “With the Triple Advantages of Coastal Areas, River Areas and Border Areas, There is a Boost of Economic 

Reform in Guangxi (携沿海沿边沿江三重 势 广西改革开放步伐 快, Xie yanhai yanbian yanjiang sanchong 

youshi Guangxi gaige kaifang bufa jiakuai).” Oriprobe Information Services Incorporated. People’s Daily, 19 July 
1992. Web. Accessed 24 April 2016. 
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Education steadily rose. By 1995, the Agriculture category had recovered from the low of 1992, 

peaking as it claimed nearly 11% of PD Zhuangzu articles published during 1995. As the new 

economic policies took root, the CCP presented an image to the public of a blossoming Guangxi, 

convincing the public through high volumes of publications on the topic that a minority region that 

may have been economically troubled in the past but was now undergoing change and growth that 

would launch the region into modernization. 

In the mid to late 1990s, minority issues once again presented themselves to the central 

government of China, prompting the CCP to take explicit efforts to secure the borders of China as 

it sought to ease tensions that could potentially develop into a political threat to the party. In 1996, 

the PRC, along with Russia, Kazakhstan, Kyrgyzstan, and Tajikistan, formed the “Shanghai Five” 

as they gathered in Shanghai to discuss cooperation between the states. Thomas Ambrosio, in his 

work “Catching the Shanghai Spirit’: How the Shanghai Cooperation Organization Promotes 

Authoritarian Norms in Central Asia,” discusses the aims of the Shanghai Five, arguing that the 

states formed this union in an effort to preserve one another’s authoritarian qualities, namely 

opposing democratization, in a global context that saw the rapid disintegration of many 

authoritarian regimes. 84 The cooperation sought to establish stability within the borderlands of 

each of these nations, which China Ambassador to Kyrgyzstan, Qi Dayu, would later describe in 

2016 as a signing of “agreements [which] speeded up the process of solving border disputes 

between China and its four neighbors, and transformed the border line into a belt of friendship.”85 

Moreover, in addition to signed agreements such as the “Treaty on Deepening Military Trust in 

Border Regions” of 1996 and the “Treaty on Reduction of Military Forces in Border Regions” in 

                                                 
84 Ambrosio, Thomas. "Catching the ‘Shanghai Spirit’: How the Shanghai Cooperation Organization Promotes 
Authoritarian Norms in Central Asia," Europe-Asia Studies 60 (2008): 1322. 
85 Sina, “’Shanghai Five’ nations celebrate 20th anniversary of trust treaty in Kyrgyzstan,” Xinhua English, April 
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1997, the states agreed in the “Declaration of Shanghai Cooperation Organization” of 2001 to 

assist one another with the struggles of ethnic and religious tensions. The People’s Daily Online 

described the agreement, saying that “all member states will closely cooperate with each other in 

implementing the Shanghai treaty on the crackdown on terrorism, separatism and extremism.”86 

Here, again through the CCP’s strategic dissemination of public transcripts, the party projected its 

power within media as it addressed pressing issues of the state.  

In addition to cooperation between states for the relief of borderland tensions and struggles 

between ethnic and religious groups, the CCP implemented strategies at home for the easing of 

domestic tensions. In 1995, the People’s Daily published a record number of articles in the 

category of Zhuang Interaction with Other Minorities, from zero percent of articles in 1994 to 

nearly 5.5 percent of articles in 1995. In 1996, the People’s Daily announced the opening of a 

tourist attraction, Longsheng Ethnic Village.87 According to tourist website, China Tour Guide, in 

2016, this site offers visitors the chance to experience: 

exotic ethnic culture. Scattered across the magnificent terraced fields are various minority 
villages, where Zhuang, Miao, Yao and Dong people are living. These different minority 
groups are maintaining their own unique costumes and traditions, and living in harmony 
with each other. This provides a valuable opportunity for tourists to see firsthand the rich 
variety of customs in the region. 88 

 
In 1994, for the first time, the People’s Daily articles in the category of Tourism are above zero 

percent. After a drop in 1995, the Tourism articles steadily increase, illustrating the growing 

concern of the CCP with tourism in Guangxi as the CCP sought to increase public awareness of 

Guangxi tourism. Additionally, the Culture category recovers from its low of 1993, although not 

                                                 
86 Declaration of Shanghai Cooperation Organization” People’s Daily Online, June 15, 2001. 
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87 “Traditional Market at Longsheng (With Photo) (龙胜民俗走市场 [附 片 张], Longsheng minsu zou shichang 

[fu pian 1 zhang]).” Oriprobe Information Services Incorporated. People’s Daily, 8 June 1996. Web. Accessed 16 
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at high as the levels seen in 1990, 1991, and 1992 (Figure 2). This development, combined with 

the other earlier described strategies, demonstrates a shift in CCP perspective on the role of Culture 

in a CCP-led society.  As earlier discussed, in the CCP celebration of, and emphasis on, Culture in 

the early 1990s had served as a place-holder until the strategy of economic development had been 

firmly established as the CCP’s top choice of how to best placate the masses. Yet coming into the 

mid and late 1990s, the CCP realized that minority culture and economic development were not 

mutually exclusive, and that the two could be utilized bilaterally.  

 

Figure 5. This figure illustrates what percentage of keyword Zhuangzu articles from the People’s Daily can be 
categorized as Tourism, based on the total number of keyword-including articles that were published for each year. 
 
 

In a strategy of implementing tourism as economic development, the CCP utilized the 

Zhuang culture, as well as the culture of other minorities, as a means by which to bring money 

from more wealthy provinces, as well as other countries, into the underdeveloped minority areas. 

In this manner, the CCP was able to acknowledge and celebrate the culture of the Zhuang and 

other minorities, serving to relieve anxieties connected to ethnicity, while simultaneously 

embracing the new policy of acquiring wealth and fostering development. It is notable that during 
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this time, People’s Daily articles within the category of Social Welfare spiked, as well as articles 

within the Local Politics and Policy category. The CCP did not abandon all other strategies in 

pursuit of the “tourism as economic development” strategy, but rather still pursued other means of 

development. In Social Welfare, the CCP continued to strive for the alleviation of poverty, and in 

the Local Politics and Policy category, continued to instruct readership of the development of 

ideological principles and party policy.  

 

Phase Three: New Millennium, New Problems (1999-2006) 

Entering into the 2000s, the central government experienced issues similar to those it had 

encountered in the past. In 1999, the officially unsanctioned Falun Gong (法轮 ) religious cult, 

furthering a spiritual practice that combines Buddhist and Taoist principles into a discipline 

focused on meditation and mindful movement, gave the CCP cause for concern. Prompted by an 

article published in Tianjin Normal University’s Youth Reader which portrayed members of the 

Falun Gong as possessing ideologies that were dangerous to youth, thousands of members of the 

religious organization gathered around the CCP Beijing Headquarters, Zhongnanhai, in peaceful 

protest. 89 Although the CCP handled the incident without conflict on the day of the protest, the 

situation was reminiscent of the 1989 incident at Tiananmen Square, compelling the CCP to 

respond strongly with suppression initiatives once the immediate, escalating tensions had been 

quelled. In October 1999, the central government banned the organization, labeling it “heretical” 

at the National People's Congress. In a 2000 publication on the incident, Amnesty International 

reported on the incident, saying that: 

Tens of thousands of Falun Gong practitioners have been arbitrarily detained by police, 
some of them repeatedly for short periods, and put under pressure to renounce their beliefs. 

                                                 
89 Tong, James W. Revenge of the Forbidden City: The Suppression of the Falungong in China, 1999-2005. 
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Many of them are reported to have been tortured or ill-treated in detention. Some 
practitioners have been detained in psychiatric hospitals. Those who have spoken out 
publicly about the persecution of practitioners since the ban have suffered harsh reprisals. 
Some have been charged with crimes and tried, while others have been sent to labour camps 
without trial… In addition, hundreds, possibly thousands, of other practitioners have been 
assigned, without charge or trial, to serve terms of "administrative" detention in forced 
labour camps for up to three years. Unfair trials have continued and arrests and detentions 
of practitioners continue to be reported every day.90 
 

Like Tiananmen, the aftermath of the Falun Gong incident was not limited to Beijing, extending 

to CCP policy nationwide. The influence of this event on Guangxi is evident in the People’s Daily, 

as in 1999 the Legal System category spikes to an all-time high, reaching over ten percent. As the 

central government cracked down on the “heretical” organization of the Falun Gong, it published  

such articles in the People’s Daily as to warn the public that the legal system was fully operational  

 
Figure 6. This figure illustrates what percentage of keyword Zhuangzu articles from the People’s Daily can be 
categorized as Legal System, based on the total number of keyword-including articles that were published for each 
year. 
 
 

                                                 
90 Amnesty International, “China: The crackdown on Falun Gong and other so-called ‘heretical organizations’,” 23 
March 2000, ASA 17/011/2000, available at: http://www.refworld.org/docid/3b83b6e00.html [accessed 17 May 
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and still highly capable in its function of regulating crime and enforcing the law, projecting itself 

as a power capable of handling its domestic issues. Moreover, the Social/Internal Security category 

(Figure 6) reflects increasing CCP focus on maintaining social stability, beginning in 1999 and 

peaking in 2001.  

As the external issue of the Falun Gong plagued the state, an internal issue arose as well. 

In 1998, Jiang Zemin introduced the “Three Stresses” campaign, described in a 2000 news article 

as “consisting of the upholding of state ideology or one-party rule; obedience to the central 

government; and combating corruption.”91 The anti-graft campaign was especially fierce, resulting 

in over 132,000 government officials being charged for corruption in 1999 alone.92 As the state 

experienced tensions from external sources such as the Falun Gong, it was also addressing internal 

issues by purging party officials who threatened party security. 

 
Figure 7. This figure illustrates what percentage of keyword Zhuangzu articles from the People’s Daily can be 
categorized as Corruption, based on the total number of keyword-including articles that were published for each year. 
 

                                                 
91 James Conachy, “Thousands of officials punished in China's anti-corruption purge,” World Socialist Website, 
February 1, 2000. Accessed May 2, 2016. https://www.wsws.org/en/articles/2000/02/chin-f01.html 
92 Ibid. 
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Aside from the tensions of internal security that the Falun Gong brought about, as well as 

growing issues of corruption, by 2001 the CCP took a stronger initiative with promoting tourism 

as a form of economic development among the Zhuang. In 2001, People’s Daily articles on tourism  

reached an all-time high (Figure 5). As Jenny Chio argues in her 2014 work, Landscape of Travel,93 

the CCP minority strategy at this time was the promotion of rural, ethnic tourism as a means of 

economic development for the Zhuang. The CCP believed that promoting Zhuang villages as 

tourist attractions not only preserved the culture of the local people, but also serves as a source of 

revenue for the local people, local government, and the central government alike.  This policy 

resulted in an influx of tourists to Zhuang areas, both Chinese urbanites looking for a countryside 

retreat, as well as adventurous foreigners who were willing to venture away from the standard 

tourist hotspots. Chio describes a 2006 billboard in Guizhou, 

a billboard declaring, “Develop Rural Tourism, Build a New Socialist Countryside’ 
(Fazhan xiangcun lüyou, jianshe shehui zhuyi xin nongcun)… The Chinese government 
had revealed plans to build a New Socialist Countryside as a part of the 11th Five Year Plan 
(2006-2010), with a renewed emphasis on policies that would help rural people and 
communities take part in, and benefit from, China’s rapid modernization. At the same time, 
2006 was deemed the year of “China’s Rural Tourism” (Zhongguo xiangcun you) by the 
China National Tourism Administration (CNTA), thus firmly situating tourism within new 
national priorities (Xinhua 2005).94 
 

Moreover, during this time the CCP made an effort to develop previously private cultural affairs 

through commercialization, as seen Qin Jin Dun and John Widman’s comparative study, which 

compares two Zhuang music festivals: one commercialized by the CCP in 2004, complete with 
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large audiences, pop Han music, and staged performances, and the other a community gathering 

of spontaneous singing, rhyming games, and shaman rituals that takes place within a cave.95  

 

Phase Four: China’s Global Debut (2005-2015) 

 As the world modernized and globalized, and China along with it, the leaders of the CCP 

aimed to foster a reputation of increasing global influence and responsibility as a growing world 

power, projections apparent in the People’s Daily. Although the central government sought to 

engage in a transition marked by stability, it did not come without domestic tensions. In 2005, 

prompted by Japan’s attempted to be designated a permanent member of the United Nations 

Security Council, nearly 20,000 Chinese protested in Beijing and the province of Guangdong. To 

the Chinese citizen, Japan’s transgressions during the 20th century, as well as the state’s current 

reluctance to view the past as the Chinese did, warranted Japan as unfit for such a position.96 Police 

in Beijing occupied Tiananmen Square in order to prevent the tensions from escalating into 

conflict. The movements were quelled but boycotts of Japanese goods remained. 97  Although 

occurring in neighboring Guangdong and faraway Beijing, the escalating tensions were 

nevertheless reflected in the People’s Daily articles regarding Guangxi, as illustrated by the 

category of Social/Internal Security (Figure 7), as well as Interaction with Foreigners (Figure 4). 

As it had in the past with Legal System, the CCP increased the publication volume of 

Social/Internal Security articles in the projection of capability and power. 
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 Domestic tensions aside, the central government desired to present a positive image to the 

world. The leaders of the CCP sought to be taken more seriously as a capable political entity, but 

found trouble with the international community in that its reputation had been marred by incidents 

such as the Cultural Revolution from 1966-1976, Tiananmen Square in 1989, and suppression of 

the Falun Gong in 1999. Yet, in the Beijing Olympics of 2008, the party found a means by which  

 
Figure 8. This figure illustrates what percentage of keyword Zhuangzu articles from the People’s Daily can be 
categorized as Social/Internal Security, based on the total number of keyword-including articles that were published 
for each year. 
 
 

to rebrand China’s image. As nations from around the world gathered in Beijing for the occasion, 

the CCP made massive efforts to show the world that China was a rising nation. Party officials 

capitalized on the opportunity to foster diplomatic relationships with the international community. 

Zhongying Pang notes in his article, “The Beijing Olympics and China’s Soft Power,” how CCP 

officials invited foreign leaders from all over the world, developed and undeveloped countries 

alike, to be spectators of the spectacular opening ceremony. Pang continues, arguing that the 

Olympics served as an opportunity for the central government of China to express soft power. The 
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CCP made every effort to improve diplomatic relations, describing the central government’s 

efforts as such: 

In the aftermath of the Beijing games, China’s relations with the U.S. are facing a new 
opportunity and challenge. President Bush made a highly publicized visit to the games and 
attended many events. And although China won the most gold medals, Premier Wen Jiabao 
sincerely and modestly congratulated U.S. Labor Secretary Elaine Chao on America’s 
winning highest overall number of Olympic medals. This profound and meaningful 
interaction between two leaders contains rich implications for the future bilateral 
relationship.98 
 

Party leaders were looking to extend an “olive branch” to the international community and prove 

that China was a rising world power. 

Since the Beijing Olympics, CCP leaders have made significant efforts to increase Chinese 

legitimacy as a rising world power by addressing domestic issues. The party increased 

consequences for criminal activity and further addressed environmental concerns. Since 2012, Xi 

Jinping has championed an anti-graft campaign that seeks to eliminate corruption from the ranks  

of the government.99 Each of these are reflected in the People’s Daily articles addressing Guangxi, 

the category Legal System (Figure 4) increased considerably in 2013 and 2015, the category of 

Corruption was on the incline 2013-2015 (Appendix), and the Environment with an upward trend 

since 2009 (Figure 6). For the PRC to be taken seriously by the international community, these 

measures are critical. Rampant corruption, a dysfunctional legal system, and lack of environmental 

concerns would hold the PRC back from achieving the status it desires. The reflection of these 

measures within the People’s Daily is twofold: present itself as a viable world power, and 

demonstrate to the Chinese people, through the People’s Daily the new objectives for the nation 

and what behavior will not be tolerated. By utilizing the People’s Daily, the CCP seeks to project  

                                                 
98 Zhongying Pang, “The Beijing Olympics and China’s Soft Power,” Brookings, September 4, 2008.  
99 “No House of Cards Power Struggle with Communist Party: Xi Jinping,” DNAindia.com, May 3, 2016. Accessed 
May 18, 2016. http://www.dnaindia.com/world/report-no-house-of-cards-power-struggle-within-communist-party-
xi-jinping-2208839 
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itself as a strong and responsible world leader, while compelling the people of Guangxi to behave 

cooperatively to achieve this end. 

 
Figure 9. This figure illustrates what percentage of keyword Zhuangzu articles from the People’s Daily can be 
categorized as Environment, based on the total number of keyword-including articles that were published for each 
year. 
 
 

This periodization provides a framework by which to understand the phases of CCP policy 

for the Zhuang of Guangxi, utilizing the public transcripts of the CCP as found within the People’s 

Daily.  Within this chapter, I framed my original research within the context of domestic, and 

international, political, social, and economic developments. In response to these developments, the 

CCP employed specific strategies to maintain social control, strategies in alignment with Larrain’s 

“negative ideology” and the use of displacement to misdirect the focus of the readership, as well 

as Scott’s theory of power projection through “public transcripts” in order to shape outcomes. 

These strategies are reflected in the People’s Daily through the publishing of articles, publications 

used to mold public thought and opinion, as the CCP projects itself, along with domestic and 

international contexts, as it wishes for the public to see, and draws attention to state policy and 
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initiatives in order to modulate sensitive topics. I have demonstrated through my analysis of CCP 

strategies the means by which public opinion was shaped, as the party directed, and redirected, the 

gaze of the Chinese public.  
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CHAPTER SIX 

 

EXEMPLARY WOMEN, EXEMPLARY ZHUANG: 

STATE MODELS FOR BEHAVIOR  

 

 
Introduction  

 
Within this chapter, I demonstrate how the CCP uses the People’s Daily as a mechanism 

of social control through the use of prescribing correct behavior, comparing the People’s Daily to 

Chinese dynastic texts used to instruct imperial women. Chapter Five looked predominately at 

Larrain’s “negative ideology” and the use of displacement to misdirect the focus of the 

readership,100 as well as Scott’s theory of power projection through “public transcripts” in order to 

shape outcomes.101 Within this chapter I utilize both of the theories explore in Chapter Five, with 

the addition of a focus on Lorrain’s “positive ideologies.” These ideologies are forthright 

“commands” issued by a superordinate power. This is different from “negative ideologies” which 

direct thought by using “reports” to provide evidence the ideology is correct, as opposed to 

dictating thought through “commands” which prescribe, very precisely, expected behavior. For 

the CCP, the use of these “commands” and “reports” is for the function of molding the Zhuang 

into the desired image by displaying the expected behavior and specifically instructing the minority 

how to behave.  

 My choice to compare the present day Zhuang with Chinese imperial women was not 

indiscriminate. Stevan Harrell, in the compelling introduction to his study, Cultural Encounters 

on China's Ethnic Frontiers, argues that Chinese minorities have largely been feminized in China, 

evidenced by how most historic albums of minorities, as well as present day tourist literature, most 

                                                 
100 Larrain, Jorge. Marxism and Ideology. (Trenton: Humanities Press, 1983). 
101 Scott, James C. Domination and the Arts of Resistance: Hidden Transcripts. (New Haven: Yale University Press, 
1990). 
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often contain photos of young and beautiful women. In the much less common event that photos 

of men are shown, they are of all ages.102 He continues, arguing that women and Chinese ethnic 

minorities share a periphery status in a Han-male led society, resulting for these periphery people 

in a: 

denial, in a male-dominant society, of full male status to those whose cultures are of the 
periphery…women are thought to epitomize peripheral peoples, since peripheral peoples 
are in some sense feminine… there may be a parallel here between the construction of funü 
(women) as a category in the Communist ideology of women’s liberation and sexual 
equality and the construction of shaoshu minzu (minorities) in the Communist ideology of 
nation building and ethnic equality. In both cases, there is an objectification of a category 
that is peripheral… with respect to the normal category of the civilizers, who are, in the 
first instance, male, and in the second, Han… And because both minorities and women are 
subordinate categories under the tutelage of the state’s civilizing project, they are conflated 
at some level of the imagination. Minorities are like women, so women represent 
minorities.103 
 

Historic Chinese women and the Zhuang are similar in that they are both on the periphery of Han-

male led society. Likewise, the imperial court and today’s CCP share remarkable similarities in 

the ways they exercised social control over these periphery peoples. Both entities used ideological 

“commands,” exemplified in the specific directives found in prescriptive texts. Both entities use 

ideological “reports,” exemplified in the models of “exemplary” people, provided within texts to 

illustrate correct behavior. In this chapter, I draw comparisons between the “commands” given in 

prescriptive texts for both dynastic Chinese women and the present day Zhuang, as well as the 

modeling of correct behavior within texts through “reports.”  

 

Dynastic Texts and Exemplary Women 

Wilt Idema and Beata Grant’s fascinating 2004 study, entitled The Red Brush: Writing 

Women in Imperial China, is one of the only English-language sources which explores the dynastic 

                                                 
102 Harrell, Stevan. Cultural Encounters on China's Ethnic Frontiers, (University of Washington Press, 1995), 12. 
103 Ibid, 12-13. 
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use of prescriptive texts in China. Within their work, Idema and Grant describe an array of texts, 

written largely by women, which served as models for Chinese women and girls to imitate. Some 

of these women were official scholars of the court, writing at the summons of the emperor, while 

other woman-authored texts were later appropriated by government officials for the instruction of 

women. Some of these texts were prescriptive, meaning that they explicitly prescribed the 

appropriate behavior of women, such as providing lists of ways that women should behave. These 

prescriptive texts can be categorized as Lorrain’s “commands,” in that they are highly specific 

directives of expected behavior. Other texts may appear to be simply descriptive accounts of 

historic women, perhaps appearing not to be prescriptive, but were actually prescriptive in that 

women were expected to emulate the provided examples of these historic women. These 

prescriptive texts can be categorized as “reports,” in that the historic women were utilized as 

models to emulate, and were evidence that the “commands” were functional in daily life. 

Biographies of Exemplary Women, written by Liu Xiang (79-8 BCE), was one of the 

earliest prescriptive texts for women, although initially it served another purpose: to indicate to 

the emperor how an exemplary woman behaved, and warn him of women to be avoided, so that 

he could ensure that the women which he allowed in his life were correctly modeling behavior so 

as not to embarrass the imperial household or deviate from expected roles.104 As Idema and Grant 

describe, the book was thus structured:  

under seven general headings: maternal rectitude, sagely intelligence, benevolent wisdom, 
purity and obedience, chastity and righteousness, skills in argument, and pernicious 
depravity. Despite its original stated purpose of providing the emperor with cautionary 
tales, the word soon became required reading for women, who could find in its pages both 
models to emulate and examples to avoid.105 

 

                                                 
104Idema, W. L., and Beata Grant. The Red Brush: Writing Women of Imperial China. (Cambridge: Harvard 
University Asia Center, 2004), 12. 
105 Ibid. 
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This text was a prescriptive use of “reports,” in that it did not provide direct commands, but rather, 

stories which supported ideology. 

Another early example of state-sanctioned prescriptive texts is Precepts for my Daughters, 

a text written by Ban Zhao, a female scholar of Emperor He’s imperial court, during the first 

century CE. This text functioned as “command” and was used to instruct young women how to 

best relate to their husbands. Wilt Idema and Beata Grant describe the text in their work as a text 

which: 

marks the beginning of a tradition of moral tracts written for women by women, in which 
the subordination of women to men is presented as a fact of life… [it is] a practical guide 
for young and inexperienced girls on how to survive when they suddenly find themselves 
in the unfamiliar and intimidating surroundings of their husband’s home.106  

 
Ma Rong, a contemporary of Ban Zhao’s and a scholar for the emperor, as well as a government 

official, had his wife and daughters memorize the piece,107 and it was later used as a prescriptive 

text for all women.108 The Hou Hanshu, or Books of the Later Han, a fifth century imperial text, 

praised Ban Zhao’s piece as “useful in the instruction of the women of the inner quarters,”109 who 

were the emperor’s imperial palace women. 

Various other texts employ the same method by which to disseminate expectations of 

behavior. The previously mentioned Hou Hanshu was a collection of texts, edited by government 

official Fan Ye, which served as the state-sanctioned dynastic history of the Later Han Dynasty 

(21-221 CE).110 In addition to recounting historical events, the text included a descriptive chapter 

on “Exemplary Women,” including stories such as that of Cai Yan, a woman who successfully had 

                                                 
106Idema, W. L., and Beata Grant. The Red Brush: Writing Women of Imperial China. (Cambridge: Harvard 
University Asia Center, 2004), 33. 
107 Ibid, 42. 
108 Ibid, 19. 
109  Ibid, 36. 
110 The Western Regions according to the Hou Hanshu, The Xiyu juan“Chapter on the Western Regions” from Hou 
Hanshu 88 Second Edition (Extensively revised with additional notes and appendices) Translated by John E. Hill 
https://depts.washington.edu/silkroad/texts/hhshu/hou_han_shu.html 
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her husband’s death sentence revoked by coming before a hall of dignified government officials, 

disheveled and crying, and begging for his life.111 Within this historic text, in “report” fashion, 

descriptions were offered as samples of model behavior.  

Finally, two prescriptive texts from the Tang dynasty (618-906) texts entitled Classic of 

Filiality for Women (eighth century) and Analects for Women (ninth century). Idema and Grant 

caution that these texts should not be understood as descriptions of imperial women’s lives, but 

rather, should be understood as prescriptive moral-tracks which were “at best ideal norms, 

providing a language with which to discuss and evaluate actual behavior.”112 Like the previous 

texts, the CCP utilized the People’s Daily as a means to disseminate the expectations of the state 

through prescriptive texts and the modeling of correct behavior. There are distinct similarities 

between the dominant society understanding, and control, of women and minorities.  

 

The People’s Daily and Exemplary Zhuang 

Within the People’s Daily, the CCP employs two methods of dissemination of prescriptive 

texts: describing exemplary models whom readers should emulate (“reports”), and more 

straightforward prescriptive texts which explain to readers what is expected of them 

(“commands”). Although since 2007 the CCP use of Exemplary Individuals (Figure 8) as models 

for state-sanctioned good behavior has been in decline, this method of social control has 

nevertheless been utilized extensively by the CCP, even amounting to nearly twelve percent of 

articles published in 1993. Articles of Exemplary Individuals feature famous politicians and well 

as ordinary people. The reasons for their publication have a wide range, including: obituaries, 
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announcements of famous political leaders’ activities, lists of exemplary citizens, and articles 

featuring individual exemplary citizens. Lists of exemplary people sort individuals into categories, 

such as exemplary communist party members, or exemplary citizens who served in the military. 

For individual exemplary citizens, more details are given. Although reasons for an individual’s 

recognition are varied, there are several core categories which recognize Zhuang individuals.  

 
Figure 10. This figure illustrates what percentage of keyword Zhuangzu articles from the People’s Daily can be 
categorized as Exemplary Individuals, based on the total number of keyword-including articles that were published 
for each year. 
 
 

The first category of single-person Exemplary Individuals (as opposed to lists of names) 

featured Zhuang people who exceeded the government’s expectations for Zhuang individuals, 

articles which describe the individuals with admiration. In 1991, a Zhuang athlete was recognized 

as the “Gymnastics Prince” for his fourteen world championship wins.113 In 1995, a Zhuang man 

was dubbed the “charismatic protagonist of an entrepreneurial fairy-tale” since, within a span of 

                                                 
113 “Creating the Future with One Wish – The Final Event of the Traditional Games of Ethnic Minorities (万 一心 

开创未来 ——写在全 民族运动会闭幕之时, Wanzhongyixin kaichuang weilai - xie zai quanguo minzu 

yundonghui bimu).” Oriprobe Information Services Incorporated. People’s Daily, 18 November 1991. Web. 
Accessed 19 May 2016. 
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five years, he founded a mining company and went from being a “poor, penniless Zhuang man to 

a billionaire.” The 1995 article asserts that, since 1993, the man who founded the company now 

owns twenty-one factories, has 7,000 employees, and has expanded business to the United States, 

Europe, Japan and Southeast Asia.114  

The next category is of ordinary Zhuang people who participate in stereotypically Zhuang, 

yet still exemplary, activities.  For example, in 1995, a Zhuang woman was awarded the “Chinese 

Artful Woman” award for an elaborate floral arrangement she created.115 In 2006, a Zhuang farmer 

from Baise was praised for his various awards as a farmer, including local and regional prizes.116 

Another farmer was recognized in 2010 for taking a course on repairing house appliances in a 

workshop organized by the county.117 Some articles served as cautionary tales, such as the 2007 

Zhuang shrimp farmer, who, due to lack of “technical skills,” had forty-eight acres of shrimp who 

contracted a disease and were thus unmarketable. His story was redeemed when he sought help 

from a consulting agency, took a course on water quality control, and was thus able to recover his 

shrimps’ health.118 Finally, some articles feature individuals who boast state-sanctioned messages, 

such as a 1991 article quoting an athlete, who was of Luoba nationality, saying, “people of all 

                                                 
114 “Pride of the Mountains - Zhuang Entrepreneur Li Dongming (山之骄子 ——记壮族企业家黎东明, Shan zhi 

jiaozi - ji Zhuangzu qiye jia Li Dongming).” Oriprobe Information Services Incorporated. People’s Daily, 14 October 
1995. Web. Accessed 16 April 2016. 
115 “Chinese Artful Woman (With Picture) (中华巧女’ [ 片], Zhonghua qiao nü [tupian]).” Oriprobe Information 
Services Incorporated. People’s Daily, 23 December 1995. Web. Accessed 16 April 2016. 
116 “There Are Always Places For Studious People (The Demeanor of New Farmers) (善学者处处是课堂[新农民风

采], Shan xuezhe chuchu shi ketang [xin nongmin fengcai]).” Oriprobe Information Services Incorporated. People’s 
Daily, 29 April 2006. Web. Accessed 16 April 2016. 
117 “Migrant Workers’ Employment Situation Takes a Turn for the Better (农民工就业形势全面好转, Nongmin 
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118 “Falling in Love (I Am a Pacesetter) (谈恋爱[我是标兵], Tan lian ai [wo shi biaobing]).” Oriprobe Information 
Services Incorporated. People’s Daily, 15 April 2006. Web. Accessed 17 April 2016. 
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ethnic groups are equal. I arrived here, and I was warmly welcomed by the Zhuang people, who 

took care of me in every way. I am very touched.”119 

These texts function as “reports,” in that they are not specific directives, but are prescriptive 

texts nonetheless.  In the articles of exemplary Zhuang who participate in activities which are not 

stereotypical Zhuang activities, the prevalent, and increasing, Zhuang desire to live in a more 

modernized fashion is accommodated. Conversely, the articles portraying Zhuang in stereotypical 

roles serve the function of informing ordinary Zhuang how they may, on a practical level, improve 

their lives: taking workshops, applying oneself diligently to farming or handicrafts, and seeking 

help when needed can lead to a more successful life. It is notable that the individuals within this 

category largely represent stereotypical representations of the Zhuang, perhaps as the CCP seeks 

to appeal to the common people, while validating the potential of agriculture as a profession. The 

first category is the indulgence of potential Zhuang success, whereas the second category is a more 

realistic model for Zhuang behavior. Finally, the use of every-day individuals expressing the party-

line serves to normalize and disseminate state messages in a more organic nature than some other 

methods of thought shaping. In line with Scott’s theory of superordinate projection of ideals 

through “public transcripts,” these articles portray Guangxi, the Zhuang people, and a China that 

is rising, featuring individuals who demonstrated to readership the possibilities available to Zhuang 

people in this modern age, while concurrently maintaining a focus on the rural nature of Zhuang 

people. The CCP uses very specific models within the People’s Daily, attempting to mold the 

Zhuang people into the minority the state imagines to be ideal. 

                                                 
119 “People of All Ethnic Groups Are Equal—Report of Lhoba Competitor, Daga (‘各族人民是 等的’——记珞巴
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Other uses of the People’s Daily were more aggressive, and explicitly prescriptive, in the 

dissemination of state messages. These texts function as “commands,” in that they are specific 

directives. A prime example of this is found within a 2006 article announcing the broad acceptance 

and implementation of Hu Jintao’s “Eight Honor and Eight Disgraces,” or barong bachi (八荣八

耻). 120 The “Eight Honors and Eight Disgraces,” highly reminiscent of prescriptive texts for 

imperial women during Confucian times, are described by Hu Jintao as a “socialist core value 

system,” stemming from a desire to improve “psychological care and guide people to view 

themselves, others and society as a whole in the correct way."121 Xinhua News Agency, another 

CCP directed media organ, provides an English translation of the honors and disgraces:  

On March this year [2006], another large-scale morality drive was launched in the form of 
President Hu Jintao's list of eight honors and disgraces, which stressed the boundary 
between the right and wrong. 

 
     The Eight Honors and Disgraces are as follows: 
    -- Love the country; do it no harm 
   -- Serve the people; never betray them 
   -- Follow science; discard superstition 
   -- Be diligent; not indolent 
  -- Be united, help each other; make no gains at other's expense 
    -- Be honest and trustworthy; do not sacrifice ethics for profit 
   -- Be disciplined and law-abiding; not chaotic and lawless 
   -- Live plainly, work hard; do not wallow in luxuries and pleasures.122 

 
 
The text provided by Xinhua is the prescriptive “command.” Within the People’s Daily, the “Eight 

Honors and Eight Disgraces” are portrayed as receiving an enthusiastic acceptance by the 

minorities about Guangxi, warmly embraced by the Guangxi cities Guilin, Beihai, Yizhou, 

                                                 
120 “Campaign of “Eight Honors and Eight Shames” Held at Guilin, Beihai, and Yizhou (广西桂林、北海、宜州等

地开展 ‘八荣八耻,’ Guangxi Guilin, Beihai, Yizhou, deng di kaizhan 'Bao Rong Ba Zhi').” Oriprobe Information 
Services Incorporated. People’s Daily, 8 May 2006. Web. Accessed 29 April 2016. 
121 China View, “CPC promotes "core value system" to lay moral foundation for social harmony,” Xinhua, October 
18, 2006. http://news3.xinhuanet.com/english/2006-10/18/content_5220576.htm 
122 Ibid. 
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Nannning, Hechi, and Baise. The article within the People’s Daily is the prescriptive “report.” The 

minorities are reported to be singing folks songs en masse, substituting the traditional lyrics for 

the “Eight Honors and Disgraces.” The principles are reported as being accepted integrated into 

service practices at Guangxi’s hotels, and into the tourist industry, bringing a breath of “fresh air” 

in the region.123 This public transcript of the CCP is used with great intention for the development 

of the Zhuang, projecting the expectations of minorities in Guangxi.  

  Although it is debatable if the preceding examples of People’s Daily articles are entirely 

factual, for the purpose of this study, it is not particularly important how accurate these instances 

are; rather, my aim is to demonstrate the function of the People’s Daily in CCP social control and 

thought-shaping through official media. The CCP, like the dynastic texts for women, illustrates 

within its texts the correct modes of thinking and behaving for readership. This is reminiscent of 

the historic case of Empress Xu’s (1361-1407) text, Household Instructions for women, which:  

makes it clear that morality and proper behavior did not come naturally to women, but that 
they had to be learned. In true Chinese style, the best way to learn the proper norms of 
behavior was to study and, even more importantly, emulate female moral exemplars of the 
past.124 
 

Like Chinese women of the dynastic past, the Zhuang are understood to be in need of specific 

guidance from the central government so that they may be taught appropriate ideology. This 

guidance is given in the form of “commands” within prescriptive texts, and “reports” which 

illustrate within the People’s Daily through examples which help readers emulate model behavior, 

intended to give the Zhuang a clear understanding of exactly what is expected of them. Through 

these public discourses, the prescribing and modeling of correct behavior and thought, the CCP 
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uses the People’s Daily as an attempt to mold the Zhuang into a likeness of the models which it 

displays as ideal. 
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CHAPTER SEVEN 

 

CULTURE AS COMMODITY: ETHNO-TOURISM 

 

 
Introduction 

With the merging of Deng’s economic reforms and tourism as development in the mid-

1990s, as discussed in Chapter Five, ethno-tourism became increasingly implemented in Guangxi. 

In its promotion of tourism within Guangxi, the CCP encouraged the Zhuang, among other ethnic 

minorities, to market their villages as tourist destinations. Many minority villages in Guangxi are 

located in beautiful and scenic locations, since historically these peoples had been forced to retreat 

to the undeveloped mountains to avoid the migrating Han from the north, who claimed agricultural 

lands as they relocated (Chapter Four). Thus, the central government encouraged minorities to 

embrace their rural, ethnic heritage and engage in ethno-tourism. For the CCP, there were two 

objectives for this initiative: first, to foster economic development among the minorities so that 

they might not be “left behind” during the modernization of more urban parts of China,125 and 

second, the CCP saw great benefits in preserving, and even celebrating, minority cultures in 

Guangxi. As tensions in Tibet and Xinjiang escalated, a preemptive effort to assure the minorities 

of Guangxi that they were under no cultural threat (Chapter Five) dovetailed effectively with the 

promotion of ethno-tourism.  

In Chapter Five and Chapter Six, I focused on the CCP’s active use of the People’s Daily 

as a mechanism of social control over the Chinese population. I intended within those chapters to 

present the collective actions and policies of the CCP in a holistic manner, and therefore, with the 
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exception of Deng, did not focus on any particular individuals that comprise the CCP. The CCP 

enacts its policies in a unidirectional, top-down manner, and, as I intended to portray functions of 

the CCP as a cohesive entity, I focused heavily on the CCP as a monolith and not the individual 

people and sub-divisions of government comprising the CCP, nor the implications for those whom 

the policies and actions affected. To illustrate that the Zhuang are not simply passive recipients of 

CCP policy, within this chapter, I deviate from the approach taken in Chapter Five and Chapter 

Six. Although CCP policy and actions are, of course, discussed within this chapter, I will focus 

more on the human component, as well as the real-life implications of CCP policies, as opposed 

to previous chapters. Drawing parallels between the experiences present-day Native Americans at 

historic reconstructions and the experiences of present-day Zhuang at tourist sites, within this 

chapter I explore how the CCP policy of tourism as economic development manifests itself in the 

Guangxi Zhuang context, as I analyze the contrasting and compelling narratives of 1) official 

discourse, 2) those who market tourism, 3) tourists, and 4) the Zhuang, concluding with a 

discussion of Zhuang agency and the negotiations of ethnic identity. Agency in this chapter is used 

in a sociological sense, referring to “the capacity of individuals to act independently and to make 

their own free choices.” 126 

 

Ethno-Tourism 

Ethno-tourism is different from other types of tourism in that it is designed to introduce 

tourists to a culture, or cultures, which are not their own, often in a “live” and “exotic” environment 

with “genuine” members of the culture being observed in their seemingly natural environments. 

Within China, although the beautiful scenery is sometimes featured in advertisements as the most 
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prominent feature of the tourist destination, it is the ‘quaint’ people and the rustic accommodations 

which set the tone for the site and serve as a marketing hook. As will be demonstrated later in this 

chapter, this is an intentional action taken by the stakeholders for the site, namely the local minority 

people themselves as well as the related government officials responsible for the site’s success.  

Ethno-tourism in China is unique in that there are two types of frequently visited sites. The 

first are theme parks which feature reconstructions of minority homes and villages, such as 

Splendid China in Shenzhen, Guangdong Province, which boasts twenty-five full scale 

reconstructions of ethnic minority villages.127 Living villages, on the other hand, are ‘real-life’ 

villages which have been repurposed for tourism, displaying rural, minority life in its most 

“authentic” and “natural” state. Some of the minorities at these living villages, before they were 

tourist sites, offered tours which featured beautiful mountain views. As competition between 

scenic sites increased, and with the encouragement of the central government to embrace ethno-

tourism, stakeholders began to use ethno-tourism as a means to market their location as a more 

unique experience than other nearby sites.  

The Zhuang village, Pingan ( 安), one of two villages featured in Chio’s study previously 

discussed,128 is an example of a minority village repurposed for ethno-tourism. However, for the 

Zhuang of this village to engage in this kind of ethno-tourism, a “psychological shift” had to take 

place. In the 1960s and 1970s, during the Cultural Revolution, minorities had been treated as 

‘backwards’ and ‘poor,’ but by 1980s and 1990s “the village was celebrated for its authentic ethnic 

customs and pure natural environment, which became the base of its tourism industry.”129 The 
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people that had once been labeled culturally ‘backward’ were now instructed to use their culture 

for economic liberation. 

For example, online advertisements for Pingan are indicative of the exoticized and sublime 

representation of this village and its residents, as intended for tourists. One English-language 

website, Bamboo Compass, boasts Pingan as a “Charming Zhuang minority village” with “a 

hodge-podge of traditional wooden stilt structures nestled in the steep cleft of the valley’s end,” 

featuring “mind-boggling scenery.”130 Within this particular advertisement, the Zhuang people 

themselves are referred to specifically, in different instances, as “good-natured locals,” “a gaggle 

of guides, hotel touts and porters, all jostling for your business and your bags,” and “hardy old 

ladies” eager to “lug your backpack up a hill,”131 for a cost, of course. The opportunity to encounter 

Yao minority women, along with the Zhuang, is featured as another charming aspect of the site. 

Potential tourists are informed: 

You'll likely also come across some Yao minority ladies in the fields who are keen to show 
you their impressive long hair, which can be up to 2 m (6.5 ft) long. Usually wrapped up 
in black turbans, they're more than happy to show it off to tourists and pose for photos in 
exchange for RMB 10-20 [USD 1.50-3.00]. 132 
 

Within these advertisements, the Zhuang and Yao are represented as friendly and opportunistic 

entrepreneurs. Another English-language website, Top Guilin Travel, features the Zhuang more 

prominently in its advertisements:   

Pingan Zhuang Village is the most famous village located in Longji Scenic Area. There 
are more than 100 Zhuang ethnic families living in the village. All the families’ first name 
is “Liao”. The village is a very typical Zhuang ethnic village which well preserves the 
costumes and traditional customs of the ethnic group. Almost each family made rich wine 
in low degree. The wine is a little sweet. Local people called it “Water Wine”. The method 
of making the wine is very original. Put fermented glutinous rice into a wooden bucket, 

                                                 
130 Bamboo Compass, “Ping'an Zhuang Village,” Web. Accessed May 17, 2016. 
http://www.bamboocompass.com/china-attractions/ping-an-zhuang-village/introduction-1277.html 
131 Ibid. 
132 Ibid. 
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and put the bucket and steam on a pot. The wine will run out through the bamboo tube 
which sticking on the bucket.133 
 

Through such advertisements, potential tourists are drawn to these sites of ethno-tourism by the 

promise of not only beautiful sites, but also the opportunity for encounters with the ‘exotic.’ Thus, 

the borderlands become a safe, and welcoming, place for tourists to explore an experience outside 

of their usual life experiences.  

 Behind the scenes, however, ethno-tourism sites are less organic than may be apparent to 

tourists. Government officials take an active role in the formulation, promotion, and maintenance 

of ethno-tourism sites. As Chris Ryan and Songshan Huang observe in their 2013 collection of 

studies on Chinese tourism, the central government takes a “top-down” approach with tourism, as 

is common for most divisions of official leadership and policy in China, enacting policies and 

procedures which are determined remotely by officials in Beijing.134 As Yongguang Zhou and 

Yifan Jiang note, within Ryan and Huang’s collection, there is significant difference in the ethno-

tourism villages which are community driven, versus the villages which merely involve 

community participation. They argue that for the tourism-as-development initiative to function, 

and for the communities to be liberated from poverty by way of this policy, “a ‘community-driven’ 

development model under grassroots government leadership is necessary in the Chinese context. 

Simply calling for community participation is not adequate.”135 The dissonance between some 

village communities and more authoritative stakeholders is manifested in Chio’s Pingan 

community, with ongoing disputes regarding the financial allocation of the tourism proceeds. 

Agreeing to a set sum in 2001, rather than a percentage of total profits, the villagers soon realized 

                                                 
133 Top Guilin Travel, “Pingan Zhuang Village,” Web. Accessed May 17, 2016.  
http://www.topguilintravel.com/guilin-attractions/pinan-zhuang-village.htm 
134 Ryan, Chris, and Songshan (Sam) Huang. Tourism in China: Destinations, Planning, and Experiences. (Bristol: 
Channel View Publications, 2013), 14. 
135 Ibid, 35.  
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that the government tourism bureau, the tourism company running the operation, and the financial 

shareholders only extended to the villagers a small fraction of ticket sales.136 Also behind the 

scenes is the fashioning, and preservation, of ‘rurality.’ The rustic and quaint environment, which 

tourists believe to be a timeless, natural environment for the locals, actually must be intentionally 

formed and maintained. Zhou and Jiang observe this phenomenon at Suichang County in Zhejiang 

Province, noting within their study the great effort to “maintain the ‘rurality’ of the village 

landscapes and local customs and culture, which are the key components of the core competency 

of rural tourism in Suichang.” 137  Pingan, too, experienced this phenomenon, as the Zhuang 

villagers had to ‘ethnicize’ their site so as to make it clear to tourists that the site was truly a 

minority location,138 emphasizing their ‘exotic’ qualities to meet the expectations of tourists. 

Tourists do not see these “hidden transcripts” which remain behind the scenes, but rather, 

see the “public transcripts” issued to them by tourism companies and government officials, 

transcripts which are accommodated and perpetuated by the Zhuang villagers. Utilizing Scott’s 

model of subordinate and superordinate “hidden” and “public” transcripts, in the case of ethno-

tourism villagers and tourists, the tourists hold the role of superordinate and the villagers the role 

of subordinate. It is important to note here that power differentials are on a continuum and are not 

simply a binary of “total power” and “total weakness.” As Scott describes, power structures range 

from  

a dialogue among friends of equal status and power on one hand to the concentration camp 
on the other, in which the public transcript of the victim bears the mark of mortal fear. 
Between these extremes are the vast majority of the historical cases of systematic 
subordination that will concern us.139 

                                                 
136 Chio, Jenny. A Landscape of Travel: The Work of Tourism in Rural Ethnic China. (Seattle: University of 
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137 Ibid, 31. 
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139
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The power differential between ethno-tourism villagers and tourists lies somewhere between these 

extremes. As the villagers endeavor to alleviate themselves from poverty, they find themselves as 

subordinates who are seeking to please the superordinates, the tourists, who possess that which the 

villagers seek: capital. By utilizing “public transcripts” which give the tourists what they expect, 

villagers can endeavor to achieve their own ends. 

The “public transcripts” issued by government officials and tourism companies project a 

village that “has managed to retain much of its character despite [emphasis added] every other 

building being a restaurant, shop or hotel,” 140  rather than a site that has, with great effort, 

intentionally fashioned and maintained rurality so that it may be marketed as an exotic, quaint 

location. They project not a power differential between the villagers and authorities, the 

negotiations between villagers and these authorities which sometimes do not work to the advantage 

of villagers, along with the difference between community participation in tourism versus 

community driven tourism, but rather, eager villagers who benefit from ethno-tourism and their 

entrepreneurship. From their subordinate position, villagers within ethno-tourism perpetuate these 

transcripts. 

 In visiting a site of ethno-tourism, tourists do not passively absorb the “public transcripts” 

being transmitted to them, but come to the site with their own cognitive frameworks and 

stereotypes, using these as the basis of their own, personal interpretations of the “public 

transcripts.” Laura Peers conducted a compelling study on the experiences of Native American 

volunteers, who she calls interpreters, at historic reconstruction sites in the United States and 

Canada, these men and women wear ancestral clothing and ‘play’ the role of their ancestors. She 

asserts that the sites she studies, 
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are touristic borderzones. Quite often, at these places, non-Native visitors meet Native 
people for the first time in their lives… as with the historical contact zones these spaces 
interpret, interpreters and visitors of different cultural backgrounds bring with them 
misconceptions, misunderstand each other, challenge each other, and sometimes, manage 
to transcend these cultural entanglements and communicate with each other.141 

 
As North American tourists visited these historic reconstructions, many came with erroneous 

assumptions as to the nature and character of the Native American people whom they encountered, 

calling native women “squaws” (to which an interpreter responded “well, the traders and early 

settlers, too, you know, they used that word in a nasty way to call Native women sluts. So we don’t 

like to use it.”142), yelling “Indian” war-whoops, calling natives less evolved as compared to 

whites, and understanding all historic Native-White interactions to be without cooperation and 

marked by conflict,143 often in joking tones of voice. Conversely, some visitors seemed to regard 

the interpreters as “noble savages,” belonging to the literary trope which essentializes a native, 

tribal person as pure and uncorrupted by society, perhaps belonging to a simpler time which has 

escaped the negative consequences of modernity. Despite the stereotypes, and sometimes debasing 

narratives, that many tourists brought with them to the site, ultimately native interpreters were able 

to challenge these ideas by engaging the visitors in conversation, as well as in the interpreters’ 

interaction with other Native American interpreters, as well as white actors, on site. 

Like the native interpreters at Peers’ sites, Chinese minorities, too, encounter the 

stereotypes of their tourist guests as they enter these liminal “borderzones,” which Chio calls 

“contact zones.”144 Similar to the “noble savage” concept applied to interpreters at the North 

American sites, Chio’s Pingan Zhuang are deemed by tourists as living in simpler times, evoking 
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a feeling of nostalgia and longing within the tourists.145 Like the disparaging “squaw” comments 

of North Americans, local women at Chinese ethnic minority sites also encounter stereotype-

ridden situations and conversations. Chio offers an example from Pingan, describing a Zhuang 

woman, Yuan, who would pose with tourists in her Zhuang attire for a fee.  On one occasion, Yuan 

took a photo with a male Chinese tourist, Bai, after which his friend proclaimed that it meant Yuan, 

the Zhuang woman, and Bai, the Chinese tourist, were thus married and Bai needed to pay Yuan 

with pigs, since “here they want pigs.”146 Bai responded that he would give her both pigs and cows. 

Chio interprets the incident, saying that  

the exchange was a success for both parties in this instance: by condoning the stereotypes 
evoked by Hei [the friend], Yuan [the Zhuang woman] positioned herself as a willing 
ethnic woman with ‘something to offer’ to the male tourists, and Bai [the tourist] 
received a souvenir of his ethnic encounter.147 

 
That Chio could label this interaction as “a success for both parties” indicates the differences 

between Native American interpreters and Chinese minority villagers, and the difference in ethno-

tourism observed in China and the participation of Native Americans in historic reconstructions in 

North America. For Native American interpreters the objective was to challenge stereotypes, 

whereas for Chinese minority villagers the objective was to earn money. Additionally, Chinese 

ethnic minorities represent themselves as they are in the present, and each stereotype propagated 

by tourists is directly applied to each minority individual as it is spoken or implied. Native 

American interpreters, on the other hand, are representing a past version of themselves as they 

represent their historic ancestors. Although the harm of stereotypes and disparaging remarks 

should not be devalued for the Native American interpreters, it may be a small consolation that the 

remarks are due to misunderstandings of the past, rather than the present. Moreover, while Native 
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American interpreters can go home at the end of the day, and endeavor to use their position as 

interpreters to enlighten the public, as well as to perform a service to their culture and heritage, 

Chinese ethnic minorities literally live on display and participate in these initiatives to alleviate 

themselves from poverty. Chinese minorities find that challenging stereotypical narratives is not 

the highest priority, but instead, in order to please the paying customer, tolerate, and sometimes 

accommodate, stereotypes. 

 Yet, there are many similarities between the two types of sites, as both are tangible, living 

constructions of Scott’s previously discussed public transcripts. Native Americans, in their work 

as interpreters, are issuing public transcripts of their historical culture, shaping their transcripts at 

will and expressing agency through this action. Chinese ethnic minority tourist villages are also 

constructions of public transcripts, with minorities projecting an image which they portray to be 

representative of their current selves and culture. These projections are not completely factual as 

pertains to the authenticity of the individuals’ actual daily lives as minorities, but rather, are 

projections designed to elicit a specific response from tourists: a monetary transaction. This, too, 

is an expression of agency. Minorities produce desired results by issuing public transcripts, through 

their words and actions, which prompt the desired response from tourists. Borrowing a concept 

from Peers’ study, both Native American interpreters and Chinese minority villagers perform an 

‘act’ in which they ‘play themselves.’ 

For the Zhuang, the practice of ethno-tourism involves two negotiations. First, a 

negotiation of culture between the Zhuang and the central, and local, government. There is tension 

between the increasing Zhuang desire, especially among young people, to migrate to more urban 

areas and join the ‘modernized’ world, where there is also greater opportunity for upward mobility, 

and the government desire for the Zhuang to stay in their villages and build tourist destinations 
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featuring their ethnicity, acquiring development and modernization from home. The second is a 

negotiation of Zhuang public and hidden transcripts. While the Zhuang seek an alleviation of 

poverty and economic prosperity, there is also the desire for immediate gratification in the payment 

that ethno-tourism offers, as well as elements of cultural preservation and celebration. When 

compared to agricultural work on the rice terraces, ethno-tourism is not bad work. This leaves 

Zhuang workers who remain within ethno-tourism negotiating their public and hidden scripts, as 

they determine what it is that tourists want to see, and what part of their cultures, and selves, they 

are willing to put on display.  
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CHAPTER EIGHT 

 

CONCLUSION 

 

Within this study, I have examined the state uses of media for maintaining social control 

over China’s Zhuang people and the Guangxi Zhuang Autonomous region. Using Larrain and 

Scott’s theories as guidance, I have shown the CCP’s three strategies of social control over 

Guangxi and the Zhuang, as used in the People’s Daily from 1990-2015: 1) distortion of reality 

through projections of power, and disproportionate representation of certain topical categories 

within the People’s Daily (Chapter Five), 2) distraction from sensitive topics through the 

displacement, or redirection, of readership’s attention (Chapter Five), and 3) prescription and 

modeling of correct behavior (Chapter Six). My periodization provides a framework by which to 

understand economic and political development within the context of these strategies. I have 

shown the connection between these strategies and those of Chinese dynastic official texts, 

drawing parallels between present day state control of the Zhuang and historic state control over 

imperial women. Within the final chapter, I show the Zhuang negotiation of culture with the state, 

as well as the Zhuang negotiation of public, and their own, hidden, transcripts (Chapter Seven).  

 Among Chinese ethnic minorities, the Zhuang have a reputation of being the most 

ideologically compatible with the CCP. Regardless of the Zhuang’s history of being contentious 

with governing authorities, since the ascent of the CCP, the minority has largely been socially, 

and politically, stable. Social unrest like that which is seen in Xinjiang or Tibet is unheard of in 

Guangxi. Although the rural Zhuang have significant economic struggles, the broad ideological 

cooperation of the Zhuang has encouraged the CCP to further mold the minority into an ideal 

form. With the CCP push for ethno-tourism, the CCP endeavors to provide poverty alleviation 

for the Zhuang, while preserving the culture of the Zhuang in state-sanctioned ways, so as to 
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mold the Zhuang into a minority which is not only ideologically compatible, but also in good 

economic standing. In this molding, the CCP strategically uses “commands,” “reports,” and 

“displacement” to direct, and redirect, the gaze of the Zhuang and produce desired behavior. 

Like the “reports” used within the People’s Daily and dynastic texts to provide models of 

exemplary people to readership, the CCP aims to mold the Zhuang into a model minority to use 

in “reports” for the similar shaping of other minorities.  

As Mengqi Wang observes in her study on “Staging Authenticity in China’s Ethno-

Tourism Industry,” the CCP has a presupposition that Chinese minorities must embrace their 

traditional heritage before they can modernize.148 The official discourse purports that the rurality 

which has historically kept minorities underdeveloped is the same rurality by which minorities will 

develop and modernize. That which was historically called “backward” is the proposed means by 

which the minorities may accomplish economic development. While some Zhuang have chosen to 

remain in the village and engage in ethno-tourism in varying levels, the vast majority of Zhuang 

villages have chosen not to repurpose their communities into tourist destinations. While many 

Zhuang remain in the villages to work within the ethno-tourism, or agricultural industries, many 

others are migrating to the cities for greater opportunity. Although state messages may have some 

influence over individuals and communities, ultimately, the Zhuang are not passive recipients of 

state messages. Rather, they are actively negotiating their ethnic identity with the state, as the CCP 

the Zhuang together negotiate a mutual future. 
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APPENDIX A 

 

CATEGORY DESCRIPTIONS 

 

 
Agriculture 
New technologies; Price protection towards agriculture products. 
 
Corruption 
Corrupted government officials; Announcements of punishment to corrupted officials. 
 
Culture 
Traditional Zhuang holidays, celebrations, and other minority activities; Sporting events, music, 
and calligraphy. 
 
Development 
Economic development; local economy 
 
Disasters 
Natural disasters; Government policies towards disasters, including financial aid, donations, and 
government officials’ visits to the disaster sites. 
 
Education 
Civil education; School education; Decreasing illiteracy; Professional training; Does not include 
education of party principles and ideology. 
 
Election 
Includes both local and provincial elections, name list of representatives, and female 
representatives; Zhuang companies or Zhuang representatives 
 
Environment 
Environmental protections; Pollution; Planting; Ecological cities. 
 
Exemplary Individuals 
Individual examples of someone passed away, or someone who is Zhuang. Could be alive or 
dead. 
 
Interaction with Foreigners 
Involvement in foreigner visits; Cooperation with other countries. 
 
Interaction with Other Minorities 
Communications and activities between minority groups. 
 
Legal System 
Court proceedings; Releasing verdicts; Smuggling and illegal activities. 
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Local Politics and Policy 
Annual congress meetings; Discussion of Congress proceedings; Political ideology, especially 
party principle or new regulations; Zhuang officials. 
 
Minority Villages 
Ethnic cultural villages used for tourism. 
 
Other 
All other articles that cannot fit within the other categories. For example, someone wrote a 
tourism article talking about some place in Zhuang area. 
 
Religion 
Articles pertaining to religion and religious activities. 
 
Social/Internal Security 
Social issues, such as crime, the activity of city administrators (Cheng Guan), and community 
administration. 
 
Social Welfare 
Poverty alleviation efforts; Affordable housing initiative; Instances where government officials 
visit residents in poor areas. 
 
Tourism 
Policies of tourism; Some overlap with Development. 
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APPENDIX B 

 

ADDITIONAL FIGURES 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 11. This figure illustrates what percentage of keyword Zhuangzu articles from the People’s Daily can be 
categorized as Agriculture, based on the total number of keyword-including articles that were published for each year. 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Figure 12. This figure illustrates what percentage of keyword Zhuangzu articles from the People’s Daily can be 
categorized as Disasters, based on the total number of keyword-including articles that were published for each year. 
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Figure 13. This figure illustrates what percentage of keyword Zhuangzu articles from the People’s Daily can be 
categorized as Election, based on the total number of keyword-including articles that were published for each year. 

 

 

 

 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 14. This figure illustrates what percentage of keyword Zhuangzu articles from the People’s Daily can be 
categorized as Education, based on the total number of keyword-including articles that were published for each year. 
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Figure 15. This figure illustrates what percentage of keyword Zhuangzu articles from the People’s Daily can be 
categorized as Interaction with Other Minorities, based on the total number of keyword-including articles that were 
published for each year. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 16. This figure illustrates what percentage of keyword Zhuangzu articles from the People’s Daily can be 
categorized as Local Politics and Policy, based on the total number of keyword-including articles that were published 
for each year. 
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Figure 17. This figure illustrates what percentage of keyword Zhuangzu articles from the People’s Daily can be 
categorized as Minority Villages, based on the total number of keyword-including articles that were published for 
each year. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 18. This figure illustrates what percentage of keyword Zhuangzu articles from the People’s Daily can be 
categorized as Other, based on the total number of keyword-including articles that were published for each year. 
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Figure 19. This figure illustrates what percentage of keyword Zhuangzu articles from the People’s Daily can be 
categorized as Religion, based on the total number of keyword-including articles that were published for each year. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
Figure 20. This figure illustrates what percentage of keyword Zhuangzu articles from the People’s Daily can be 
categorized as Social Welfare, based on the total number of keyword-including articles that were published for each 
year. 
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